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1. INTRODUCTION
Computational science is an emerging field wherein scientists seek to gain
understanding of the real world through the use of high performance computers. The
speed at which computers can do mathematical calculations enables researchers to
attack problems which were formerly intractable by traditional methods. The use of
high speed computers also allows us to simulate the time evolution of highly complex
physical systems. Examples include climate modeling, traffic simulations, and the
simulation of atomic and molecular systems.
There are numerous so-called grand-challenge problems for which it is hoped
that computational science will achieve breakthroughs. These include global cli-
mate modeling, electronic structure of materials, pollution and dispersion, genome
sequencing, and many more. It is hoped that the use of high performance computers
will enable us to gain a much deeper understanding of these important problems.
Of particular interest to this thesis is the grand challenge problem of material
properties. The "holy grail" is to reach a point where we are able to simulate a
material of macroscopic size (1023 atoms) using exact quantum-mechanical many-
body calculations. At the present time and in the foreseeable future, this sort of
calculation is too complex to be done in a reasonable amount of time (even in a
lifetime).Therefore, many approximations are made, such as density functional2
theory (DFT), Car-Parinello simulations, Hartree-Fock calculations, and molecular
dynamics.
Molecular dynamics is a simulation technique where the basic assumption
is that the atoms are described by point particles that interact classically using
potential energy functions that are usually developed using approximate quantum-
mechanical calculations. The point particles have an effective size which is defined
by the properties of the interaction potential energy function.
This is an approximation, of course, since we are dealing with atomic systems
and are not doing strict quantum-mechanical calculations. Nevertheless, it has been
discovered in recent years that this approximation gives valid results for many of
the systems that have been investigated.
In order to move closer to the goal of simulating large systems in detail, we
present a study that will help molecular dynamics simulations run faster andbetter.
Of critical importance to the validity of molecular dynamics simulations is the
choice of the inter-atomic potential energy function, because it defines everything
about how the system behaves. In Chapter 3 we present a comparison of three po-
tential energy functions which have been proposed for Si02. This study is intended
to provide researchers with a single source to help determine which potential energy
function most accurately simulates Si02 under molecular dynamics.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we present studies of two techniques for accelerating
calculations within a molecular dynamics simulation, first, by the use of tabulated
potential energy functions, and second, by the use of multi-threaded programming
techniques. Again, these tools will enable researchers to simulate larger systems,
thereby gaining a deeper understanding into how matter behaves.2. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
2.1. Background
3
Molecular dynamics (MD) is simply the simulation of interacting atomic scale
particles using classical dynamics. It is a powerful tool for studying the physical
and chemical properties of many solids, liquids, and amorphous materials. Recent
strides in computer technology, and research into more efficient algorithms, haveled
to a revolution in computer simulation and in MD.
The conceptual foundation of molecular dynamics is fairly simple, but the
method is useful and powerful.For short- to mid-range phenomena, it models
reality quite well. Several standard texts on the molecular dynamics method[1-3],
and free codes [4-7] are available. Some codes, such as SPaSM which was written
at Los Alamos National Laboratory [8], are proprietary.
Molecular dynamics has been used to simulate the properties of many differ-
ent substances including biological molecules, polymers, nanoscaledevices, solids,
amorphous materials, and many liquids. A particularly fertile and interesting ap-
plication for MD has been the simulation of cracks in solids [9-11]. A good sur-
vey article on the computing aspectsof molecular dynamics was published by S.
Gupta [12].
The basic premise is simple.Start with a collection of atoms.For each
atom in the simulation, calculate the force on it due to everyother atom, integrate
Newton's equations of motion for a short increment of time, move all the atoms
accordingly, and repeat the process for a large number of timesteps. Timesteps
are generally on the order offemtoseconds. The time required for a computer to
compute a single timestep depends on many factors including the processorspeed,
the form of the inter-atomic potential, the size of the simulation, the "tuning" of4
the algorithm, and perhaps whether or not the simulation can run in parallel. A
single timestep in a useful simulation might take as much as 2-5 seconds to complete.
Hence, we are limited in the length of time (that is, both the time of the system
being simulated and computational time) for which we can simulate a system. Often
it is necessary to compute the mechanical and thermal properties of a system after
it has been well thermalized, i.e.after the system has had a long enough time to
come into equilibrium and lose all "memory" of its initial state.This can take on
the order of hundreds of picoseconds of simulation time. Hence, many simulations
of equilibrium properties require hundreds of thousands of timesteps. Simulations
involving transport and dynamic properties require even more time.
Such simulations are easily done on sequential machines for small simulation
sizes (around 103-104 atoms) and for larger system sizes with fairly simple potentials.
However, in order to simulate physical systems such as nano-sized materials and
phenomena such as crack propagation and fracture, we need large system sizes
on the order of 105 to109 atoms. Clearly, for these types of systems, sequential
computers are not effective, so parallel machines must be employed.
Typically, molecular dynamics algorithms are parallelized for MIMD (Multi-
ple Instruction Multiple Data) machines. These are machines for which each proces-
sor has its own proprietary memory space,and memory is shared by message passing
between processors. There are many highly efficient algorithms for these architec-
tures [13-21]. In addit Jn, there have been some studies involving parallel techniques
which relax interprocessor synchronization to provide speed gains [22-25].
There is great interest in improving our ability to do molecular dynamics in
both the temporal and spatial dimensions. In addition to parallel algorithms, there
has been much interest recently in coupling molecular dynamics with other types
of simulation [26]. The so-called multi-scale problem involves coupling MD with5
finite element techniques or quantum-mechanical calculations to span the length
scales in a seamless and simultaneous manner. Such techniques allow investigators
to simulate much larger systems than are allowed by MD by using MD only on the
parts of the system that require that level of precision.
Another interesting issue that has only recently been addressed is the so
called steering techniques. Computational steering is used to refer to the ability to
stop, start, and modify a simulation while it is in progress. The large amount of
data that is produced by MD simulations make it necessary to have this capability
to help decide when to take important measurements. The objectives are to save
disk space and to recover from problems without starting the entire simulation over
again.Clearly, it would also be useful to be able to visualize the simulation in
an interactive manner while it is in progress.This is especially clear for crack
simulations. The visualization problem fits well within the computational steering
framework for MD. David Beazley has done some interesting work in this area using
the scripting language Python and some simple visualization tools [27-30].
Clearly, MD is still limited by its computational complexity. In general, it
can be said that bigger is better when it comes toMD. Finite size effects [31] can
cause problems with simulations involving small system sizes, andthe ability to
compare MD results with macroscopic phenomena would be immensely valuable to
the advancement of the theory of matter. The rapid advancements in processor
speeds, cache technology, and memory speeds may eventually solve this problem
for us.However, because bigger will always be better, advanced techniques for
accelerating the computations will always be valuable.6
2.2. The Basic Strategy
In a MD simulation, the following basic steps [1-3] are carried out in each
timestep:
1. Accumulate the force and potential energy (which is usually defined as a func-
tion of the position of the atom relative to the other atoms in the system)
affecting each atom by calculating the distance to all of the other atoms. For
short-range interactions, we can reduce the computational load by considering
only neighboring atoms that are within a certain cutoff distance rc;
2. Integrate Newton's equations of motion for each atom using one of several
numerical integration algorithms;
3. Apply boundary conditions;
4. Take measurements (if necessary);
5. Repeat steps 1-4 as often as is necessary to simulate the system on the desired
time scale.
Of course there are many variations to this, most of which are methods to reduce the
complexity of the force accumulation step, but for the most part the basic outline
is the same.
Clearly, the key to having a successful simulation of a particular substance is
the choice of the inter-atomic potential energy function. Often the function is just
simply a pairwise one, but in order to simulate directional bonding effects, three-
and even fourbody interactions are becoming more common [32, 33].7
2.3. Statistical Mechanics
Molecular dynamics is a method for computing the phase-space trajectory
of a system of N particles.In most cases the phase space is a 6N-dimensional
hyperspace consisting of the positions and momenta of the N particles. An MD
simulation samples trajectories of the system through this phase space as a function
of time. The classical ergodic hypothesis states that the representative point of a
single isolated system spends equal amounts of time, over a long period of time, in
equal volumes of phase space between the surfaces E = constant and E + 5E = con-
stant, where 6E is arbitrarily small [34]. Hence, MD results over time approximate
the ensemble averages of various quantities by using time averages. A conventional
MD simulation samples phasespace based on the microcanonical ensemble (NVE)
in which the system is considered to be isolated from its surroundings. In this en-
semble the number of atoms and the volume or density are kept constant. Energy
is automatically conserved. Another common ensemble used in MD is the canonical
ensemble (NVT) in which the number of atoms, the volume, and the temperature
are held constant. The temperature is usually regulated using oneof several tech-
niques [1]. For example the simulation could be coupled to a external heat reservoir
by means of auxiliary variables that are introduced into the Lagrangian. Other en-
sembles that are sometimes used include the isothermalisobaric ensemble (NPT)
in which both temperature and pressure are regulated in addition to the number of
particles. Pressure is regulated by varying the size of the simulation region [1].
For a system of N particles, the Lagrangian equation of motion applies:
dar)or\
it(.9ic)--.9.qk)6, (2.1)8
where L(q, q) is the Lagrangian and for point particles, the generalized coordinate
vector q is a 3N-dimensional vector containing the positions of all the atoms,
q = (ri, r2, r3,rN). (2.2)
The Lagrangian is defined in terms of the kinetic (1C) and potential (V) energies,
where
r(q,= 1C(q)V(q)
K(q) =
1=1
To reduce the complexity of the calculations, we expand the potential energy
V(q) =
N
1(ri) +
i=1 j>1
02(ri, r7) + E da3 (ri, ri, rk) + ,
k> j>i
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
where tk describes the k-body interactions. We usually truncate this series to a
small number of terms, often only including the pairwise term. Combining equations
2.3-2.5 with equation 2.1 we get the standard set of Newton's equations,
= Vri V 1,N. (2.6)
When the simulation is being done in the NVE ensemble, the total energy, or the
Hamiltonian is constant,
7i(q, ei) = K(4) + V(q) = E. (2.7)
For other ensembles, the equations of motion may be modified.For example to
simulate a system in the NVT ensemble we introduce the effects of an external heat
bath by the insertion of auxiliary variables into the Lagrangian and hence lose the
restriction that total energy remain constant.9
2.4. Simulation Methods
In this section I describe briefly some of the tricks and techniques used in a
typical MD simulation.
2.4.1. Integration methods
The problem of integrating the equations of motion is: given the position,
velocity, and accelerations at time t, to determine the position andvelocity at a later
time t + St to within a certain degree of accuracy. The choiceof the time interval St
depends upon the integration method used, ordinarily St ismuch smaller than the
time it takes an atom to travel one molecular diameter.
Assuming that the trajectories are continuous, we can expand theposition
and velocity in a Taylor expansion about time t,
rP(t + 6t) = r(t) + St v(t) +2St2a(t) +-6-16t3b(t) + (2.8)
vP(t + St) = v(t) + (5t a(t) + 6t2b(t) + - (2.9)
aP(t + St) = a(t) + 6t b(t) + , (2.10)
where b(t) is the first time derivative of the acceleration. The superscriptindicates
that these are the "predicted" values for the position and velocity.Given these
updated positions and velocities, we can calculate the accelerations(forces) at time
t+St which can be compared with the predicted values for the accelerationsaP(t+6t)
to get a measure of the size of the error in theprediction step:
Daft + St) = ac (t + St)aP(t + St). (2.11)
The predicted values for the position and velocity can then be updated usingthis
value,rc (t + St) = rP (t + St) + co Aa(t + St)
vc (t + St) = vP (t + St) + ciAa(t + St).
Gear [35] has determined the best choice for thecoefficients co, cl, .This
predictor-corrector method of correcting the predicted values can beiterated, and
should eventually converge to the exact values. However, theforce calculation part
of MD is the most expensive operation and hence one would like tolimit the number
of times the corrector step is iterated.
There are several predictor-corrector algorithms commonly in use[1], some
of which require the positions, velocities, and accelerations tobe stored for up to
two timesteps. A very good algorithm thatdoes not have this requirement is the so
called " velocity Verlet" method. This method takes theform,
r(t + St) = r(t) + St v(t) + 2 St2 a(t) (2.14)
v(t + St) = v(t) +Pt[a(t) + a(t + St)]. (2.15)
In this algorithm the force calculation is "sandwiched" inbetween the prediction
and correction steps. Prior to the force calculation, the positions attime t + St and
the velocities at mid timestep are calculated using Equation2.14 and
1 1
v(t +St)=v(t)+6t a(t), (2.16)
respectively. The forces are then evaluated and the move is completedby calculating
the velocities at t + (St,
v(t + St) = v(t +-1St) + 6t a(t + St). (2.17)
This is not strictly a predictor-corrector algorithm, but it hassimilar qualities. Its
simplicity and numerical stability make it a very effective and economicalchoice; it
is the method used for the simulations performed in this thesis.11
Since the velocity Verlet method relies on Taylor expansions of the position
and velocity, the error is proportional to a power of the timestep St.Allen and
Tildes ley [1, p. 78] state that for Verlet methods, the position has an error of order
Se while the velocity has an error of order St'. No integration method will give an
essentially exact solution to Newton's equations for a very long time. However, exact
classical trajectories are not necessary.It is more important that the trajectories
be correct for at least as long as the correlation times of interest.See Allen and
Tildes ley for a discussion of divergence of trajectories [1, p. 76].
2.4.2. Potential Energy Functions
As mentioned in Section 2.3, potential energy functions are often defined in
terms of the pairwise and three-body interactions as seen in Equation 2.5. In most
MD simulations, there is no external field so the 01 term is not included. There
is almost always a twobody component to the inter-particle interaction. For ionic
systems the two-body term includes a coulombic component.
To determine the total force on each atom and the total potential energy,
one needs to calculate the force and potential energy between each atom and every
other atom in the simulation. For two-body interactions, his requires a total of N2
calculations. We can reduce the computational effort by taking into account the fact
that O(ri3) = (/)(7-3,) and fu = f i. Doing so reduces the number of calculations by a
factor of two, but it still scales as 0(N2). In general, including k-body interactions
requires 0(Nk) calculations for the accumulation of potential energy and forces in
each timestep.
Most potential energy functions, excluding the electrostatic interaction, are
short ranged. That is, they decay to zero quickly enough such that the interaction12
can be neglected outside of some distancewhich is shorter than half the size of
the simulation box. For functions of this type, we define a cutoff length r, so that
only atoms that are within a distance 7-, of each other are considered in the force
calculation. For simulations of materials that have a constant density, this reduces
the number of atoms that each atom interacts with to a constant number, since each
atom now only interacts with other atoms within a sphere of radius rc. For systems
in which this approximation is reasonable, using a cutoff radius reduces the problem
from complexity 0(Nk) to a problem that scales as 0(N).
The electrostatic interaction, unfortunately, does not decay to zero quickly
enough allow a cutoff. Some researchers [36] will introduce an exponentially decaying
term to the electrostatic interaction in order to simulate screening effects ofthe
surrounding charge distribution, thus allowing the use of a cutoff. However, there are
techniques for calculating the full electrostatic interaction with better than0(N2)
scaling. The popular Ewald sum [37] method is discussed later in Section 2.4.6.
This method allows the calculation of the electrostatic interaction with periodic
boundary conditions in 0(N3/2) time. There are also the family of so-called fast
multipole algorithms [38-41] that can calculate the full electrostatic interaction in
0(N) time, and they can be extended to include the effects of periodic boundary
conditions.
Threebody interactions are somewhat more complicated to calculate. They
involve a triple sum over all atoms within a cutoff length and hence require many
more calculations. This can scale as0(N3) if all interactions are considered. How-
ever, Nakano et al. have developed a way ofdecomposing this interaction for the
case of AX2 type systems (Si02 ,SiSe2, etc.)so that the threebody potential
energy can be separated into a twobody form[16].13
2.4.3. Periodic boundary conditions
The choice of boundary conditions depends greatly on the type of material
being simulated. Often when one is simulating a solid, surfaces are importantand
must be considered. However, when the bulk properties of a liquid or asolid are of
interest it is often beneficial to use periodic (or sometimes calledtoroidal) boundary
conditions (PBCs).
PBCs can be thought of as surrounding the MD box with an infinite number
of copies of itself. Or another way of thinking of it is that the simulation box is a
three-dimensional torus. Each side of the box is associated with the opposite side,
so that an atom that moves past oneboundary instantly emerges from the opposite
boundary.In this space, we can simulate an infinite solid or liquid.Of course,
this is not quite accurate since there is periodic symmetry. This effect hideslong-
wavelength fluctuations. For example, for a box of side length L, the periodicity
suppresses density waves with awavelength greater than L.
One must be careful when simulating a system that uses periodic boundary
conditions that the interaction is short-ranged enough that a particular atom does
not "feel" the periodicity of the system.
2.4.4. Link-cell method
One problem with force calculations is determining which atoms are close
enough with each other to interact. A typical method for solving this problem isthe
linkcell method. The atoms are sorted into cells which are arranged in a regular
lattice throughout the simulation box. Each cell is represented internally by a linked
list of atoms. Each atom within a given cell then interacts only with atoms in nearby14
cells that are within r, of the cell. Every few timesteps, the atoms are resorted into
cells to account for atoms that have moved outside of their own cell.
This method reduces the amount of work that the computer needs to do to
determine where a particular atom's neighbors are located. If the atoms were kept
in an array for example, the entire array would have to be searched each timestep
to determine which atoms were within re of the given atom.
2.4.5. Neighbor lists
Another method that further improves performance is the periodic compu-
tation of neighborlists. A neighborlist is a list for each atom of the atoms that
are within re of itself. When the force computation stepis done, the potential en-
ergy and force are computed by traversingthrough each atom's neighborlist and
calculating the interactions due to those atoms.
The disadvantage to neighborlists is the large amount of storage space re-
quired. In many cases a combination of the linkcell method and the neighborlists
method is used. The atoms are first sorted into cells to make the calculation of the
neighborlists quicker.
2.4.6. The Ewald sum
Due to its long range, the electrostatic interaction is rather difficult to incor-
porate into MD without losing 0(N) scaling. Since the Coulomb interactionextends
beyond the size of most simulation regions, the interactions between all pairs must
be accumulated. In addition, the interactions between atoms and their periodic im-
ages must also be computed! Hence, the scalingfor the electrostatic interaction can
be worse than 0(N2). In this study I use the Ewald sum because of its simplicity15
n
k
L
N
q
a
V
erfc(x)
Lattice vector of the periodic array of MD cells.
Reciprocal vector of the periodic array of MD cells: k = 27n/L2.
Size of the edge of the simulation box.
Number of atoms.
Charge in coulombs.
real/reciprocal space partition parameter.
volume of MD cell.
2 The complimentary error function: erfc(x) = 7,1/2J
ooexp (t2)dt.
TABLE 2.1. Ewald sum parameters.
and because of its ability to handle PBCs. It is also relatively efficient as opposed
to fast multipole methods for small system sizes.
To use the Ewald sum, we divide the Coulomb interaction into two sums,
one in real space and one in Fourier(reciprocal) space, it erfc (a Irii + n1)
=47rfo
n>i Iri; + ni j
1 1 +E Gee4
k>0
N
a
qi
2
i=1
Eqi cos (k ri)
2
i=1
qi sin (kri)
2
}
(2.18)
With appropriate choice of parameters, and the addition of the fast fourier trans-
form method (FFT), this computation can scale as 0(N3/2). The "daggered" sum
indicates the omission of the pair i = j only when n = (0, 0, 0). An explanation of
the other terms in the interaction are shown in Table 2.1.16
The force is, of course, just the negative of the gradient of the potential
energy:
fi= vrisb
qi
qi =
47E0 jrii + nj
3 =1jai
2 k k 2
± -e4c1
f kOV 2 k>0
{
N N
sin (k ri) E q; cos (k - ri)cos (k ri) E q3 sin (k r3) (2.19)
3=1 j_-_-1
The parameter a determines when each sum is terminated. Large values for
a put more weight on the real space sum and less on the reciprocal space sum, and
vice versa. If a is chosen small enough, then only terms with n = 0 are included in
the real space sum, and the real space part reduces to the normal minimum image
convention. We define cut-off values 7-, and k, for which only terms with Iri3+nj < T.,
and jkl < k, are included in the sum. To achieve an 0(N3/2) scaling, one can use
the following choice for a [42],
erfc (a jrii + nj)2a
e
ri3 + n
\Fr + nj2
tR N 6
-t; 172
(2.20)
where tR and tF are the execution times for one term of the real and reciprocal
space interactions respectively. A representative value of 5.5 has been used for
tR/tF for this study. This number is taken from the number used in the MD pack-
age "Moldy." [4]. The particular value is not vitally important since it enters the
equation as a sixth root.
If a relative accuracy of c = exp (p) is required, then the cut-off distances
are
J.) =
a
(2.21)and
17
ke = 2a/. (2.22)
The use of these cutoff lengths as a function of a (which in turn depends on the
system size) assures 0(N3/2) scaling by varying the cutoff with respect to the system
size. See Fincham [42] for a more detailed explanation.
2.5. Measurements
Because the temporal evolution of atomic positions, velocities, and forces
are available to us in MD, we can directly measure many physical properties.In
the following subsections we introduce MD methods for measuring structural and
dynamic properties of a MD simulation.
2.5.1. Energy, Temperature, and Pressure
Perhaps the most obvious quantities that one might want to measure are
total energy, temperature, and pressure. The instantaneous total energy is of course
the sum of the total potential and kinetic energy at a given instant. The potential
energy is usually accumulated during the force computation.Once the forces are
integrated and we have access to the updated velocities, the total kinetic energy can
be calculated.
The temperature is derived from the mean kinetic energy, via the equiparti-
tion theorem,
N
2 1
T = < K >=Emii,,
3kB 3NkB
where kB is Boltzmann's constant.
(2.23)18
Pressure is calculated from the virial theorem
PV = NkBT +
3
1 r,Fi). (2.24)
z=i
It is often more convenient to use the following form which is independent of the
origin of coordinates since the interaction is typically pairwise,
x---
PV = NkBT +
1
--Q rziFzj
j>i
(2.25)
Of course, in order to get statistically valid results for these or other quantities, one
needs to allow the system to equilibrate, and then average over many timesteps.
2.5.2. Pair Distribution Function
One of the most useful of the structural correlation functions is the pair
distribution function. This function is a representation of the average fluctuations
in density around any given atom in the simulation. Let N = Na+ Na for a binary
system of N particles where Na and Na are the number of particles of species a and
/3. The pair distribution function g(r) is then defined as,
(nao(r)) = 47r2 Zr p cQ gc,o(r). (2.26)
where no is the number of particles of speciesin the spherical shell between r
and r + Or around an individual particle of species a. The angular brackets (<>)
represent the ensemble average and an average over all the particles of species a.
co = Na /N is the concentration of speciesand p = NY is the number density.
The total pair distribution function is then defined as
g(r) c, co go(r) . (2.27)19
2.5.3. Structure factors
The static structure factor is an important function because it can be related
to the results of neutron scattering experiments. We will revisit the calculation of
the static structure factor in our discussion of Si02 potential energy functions in
Section 3.4.4.
2.5.4. Bond angle distributions
Bond angle distributions are computed by accumulating a histogram of the
angles between atoms of various species. For example, in an AX2 type system (such
as Si02), the procedure would be as follows. First, for each atomof type A, a list
of neighbors would be constructed of type A and of type X. Only neighbors within
a certain distance would be added to the neighborlist. This distance is determined
by the minimum after the first peak in the partial pair distribution function. The
reason for this is because we only want to include nearest neighbors, and the first
peak of the pair distribution function describes the position of an atom's nearest
neighbor. Once we have these neighborlists, we can compute the angles A-A-X, A-
A-A, and X-A-X, being careful not to double count. A similar procedure is done for
each X atom to get X-X-A, X-X-X, and A-X-A. Each value for the angle is binned
and a histogram is created for each bond angle.
2.5.5. Phonon density of states
The phonon density of states describes the vibrational activity of the system.
It indicates the density of normal modes as a function of energy. The partial phonon20
density of states can be derived from the Fourier transform of the velocity auto-
correlation function [43],
11,(c.o) =fZ a(t) cos Pt)e-7(tir)2 dt, (2.28)
where a Gaussian window function with 'y = 1 andT= 3 ps is used, and Z, is the
velocity auto-correlation function for the ath species which is given by,
Za(t) =
(a v?(0))
vi (0)vi (t)
(2.29)
The total phonon density of states is obtained by summing over the partial density
of states with the concentration
F(w) =
a
cc,11,(w). (2.30)
2.5.6. Other correlation functions
These are functions that evolve in the time domain and are useful for de-
termining dynamic properties of the system. The averaging technique for these
functions is complicated, so I refer the reader to Rapaport for more information on
how to correctly average these functions in a simulation [2, p.119].
The diffusion coefficient describes the mean-square displacement of a particle
of type a per unit time, and is given by
where,
(r2(0),,
r( 2 (t))a
Da =lim
t>006t
(2.31)
[1.3(t + s)r(s)J2 , (2.32)21
is the mean-square displacement.
This quantity can be compared with experimental values to determine the
validity of the potential energy function.It can also be used to determine the
temperature of transitions from the liquid to the solid or amorphous state (see
Section 3.4.3).
The velocity auto-correlation function conceptually describes variations in
an average particle's direction of travel, and can be used to calculate the phonon
density of states. It can also be used as an alternative method for calculating the
diffusion coefficient. Equation 2.28 gives its definition.22
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3.1. Introduction
Molecular dynamics is an effective tool for the study of supercooled liquids
and glasses [44-46]. Computer simulation is particularly suited for materials of this
nature for several reasons. First, computer simulation allows the investigation of the
material in microscopic detail, including the full trajectory of each atom. Second,
it allows a view of the evolution of the system on a time scale much smaller than
can typically be seen in experiment. Since supercooled liquids and glasses have a
nonperiodic structure, these properties are particularly valuable.
Amorphous silica (Si02) has historical, technological, and scientific impor-
tance and is perhaps one of the most extensively studied materials in condensed
matter science.Because of the absence of a periodic structure, it is difficult to
determine its long-range, three-dimensional properties. One of the most successful
models for the structure of Si02 glass is the continuous random network model [47].
In this model the glass is formed by a random network of corner-sharing SiO4 tetra-
hedra with a wide distribution of SiOSi bond angles centered at approximately
142°.
The structure of Si02 glass has been extensively studied by neutron scattering
experiments [48-52]. The wealth of experimental results has facilitated a great deal
of work in computer simulation in an attempt to better understand the microscopic
structure of silica. Of particular interest in recent years from both an experimental
and simulation standpoint has been the intermediate range order, which is related
to the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) [53, 31, 54]. Recent work has also focused
on the vibrational excitations and frequency spectrum of amorphous silica [55-58],
including the infrared spectrum [59-61].24
Classical molecular dynamics has its limitations. Ultimately, the more accu-
rate "CarParinello" approach [62] in which the forces are determined by high-order
quantum-mechanical calculations is necessary to accurately simulate silica systems.
Several successful investigations have been carried out using this approach [63-66].
Unfortunately, the utility of this method is limited by the large amount of computer
time required to conduct such simulations. For the time being, molecular dynamics
simulations have proven quite effective despite their purely classical approach.
In fact, given current computational equipment, classical molecular dynamics
simulation is mandatory for many problems, particularly when large systems or
long time scales are involved. There have been several such largescale studies on
silica [67-71].
Choosing an inter-atomic potential energy function is a critical step towards
an accurate MD simulation of liquid and amorphous silica. There is a real need to
evaluate the possible interaction functions proposed for SiO2 and decide how best
to apply the considerable resources and computer time to investigate the properties
of interest.Many different potential energy functions have been proposed, but
only a few have produced qualitatively accurate results across a broad range of
properties. In this study we compare the results obtained from a simulation of silica
in the liquid and amorphous state using three of the most popular interactions. We
emphasize the comparison between the twobody and threebody models. We build
upon a recent study by Hemmati and Angell in which the thermodynamic, angular,
and diffusional properties of several pair potential energy models for liquid SiO2
were compared [72]. The same group, along with Wilson and Madden, have also
published some simulation studies of the infrared spectrum of SiO2 using the same
set of functions [59, 60]. In these studies, Angell et al. documented the failure of
pair interactions to reproduce the separation of the principal peaks of the infrared25
spectrum, and their failure of to reproduce the temperature at which the density is
a maximum. The density maximum is a liquid state anomaly which is related to
the anomalous pressure coefficient of the fluidity [73].
In this study we provide a comparison of the structural, diffusive, and vi-
brational properties of silica derived using the pair potential energy functions of
van Beest, Kramer, and van Santen (BKS) [74] and Tsuneyuki, Tsukada, Aoki,
and Matsui (TTAM) [75], versus the same properties derived using the threebody
potential energy of Vashista, Kalia, Rino, and Ebbsjo (VKRE) [76].
The structure of this paper is as follows: A brief description of each interac-
tion is given in Section 3.2. The computational procedure for this study is discussed
in Section 3.3. Results are discussed in Section 3.4, followed by a discussion and
conclusions in Section 3.5.
3.2. Potential Energy Functions
3.2.1. Pairwise Functions
The BKS and TTAM inter-atomic potential energy functions can be written
in an exp-6 general form,
0(rii) =qiqj + A -Cii
rii risi (3.1)
where q, and q3 are the effective charges. We use values of 2.4 e and -1.2 e (where e
is the electron charge) for Si and 0 respectively as suggested by the authors of the
TTAM and BKS interactions.
Interactions with this functional form have the unphysical property of di-
verging to minus infinity at small inter-atomic distances. This can be disastrous
at high temperatures, because atoms may have the kinetic energy to overcome the26
potential energy barrier and fuse together. Therefore this effect must be avoided by
the use of a substitute potential energy function as described in section 3.3.
The TTAM potential energy function was developed for the accurate evalu-
ation of properties in the crystalline state [75]. Derived from ab initio Hartree-Fock
self-consistent-field calculations, Tsuneyuki et al. have demonstrated that four of
the known crystalline polymorphs are stable under this interaction. They have also
used this function to show the a tostructural phase transition at 850 K [77].
Despite the fact that it was intended to model the solid state of silica, the
TTAM interaction is effective in the simulation of the liquid state as well [78].It
also reproduces several properties of the amorphous state as is detailed below.
Hemmati and Angell have shown that the BKS interaction is superior to the
TTAM interaction for certain properties of amorphous silica [72, 59]. However, we
include the TTAM interaction in our study for comparison purposes.
The BKS interaction is based on ab initio calculations and experimental
data [74]. The authors claim it is an improvement over the TTAM potential energy
function and compare several structural observables between the two.
The BKS interaction has the same functional form as the TTAM interaction.
The only important difference between the two is that for the BKS potential energy
the Si-Si interaction has no short range term. See Table 3.1 for the values of the
constants.27
BKS TTAM
Aoo1388.7730 1746.70
BOO2.76000 2.84091
Coo175.0000 214.91
Aso18003.7572 10096.06
B5104.87318 4.784689
Csio133.5381 70.81
Asps; 0.0 5.95184 x 108
Bsisi 0.0 15.1515
Csisi 0.0 0.0
TABLE 3.1. Parameters for the exp-6 silica pair potentials. A is in eV, B is in A-',
and C is in eV A6.28
3.2.2. VKRE Potential
The VKRE potential energy[76]contains an additional three-body term in
order to simulate bond stretching and bending effects,
02(3)
j
N
i<j<k
d,(3)
`Kjik (3.2)
The two-body part 032) includes three terms, the Coulomb interaction, steric re-
pulsion due to ionic sizes, and a charge-dipole interaction resulting from the large
electronic polarizability of 02-. The two body part is
where
and
,,(2)ZiZiHijPij
(
-rig
) vij ni 4 ex p
rij rz.j'rij rs4
Hij
-1 2
1
3z =(a-+ a Z?)
3
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
The ionic radii o-i, repulsive exponents rtij, repulsive strength Aij, effective charges
Z, and polarizabilities ai are tabulated in Table3.2.
The three-body term has the form
where
and
2 0(3)= B k
.72, f (rr-k)(cos 032.kcos 0 j.k
)
jzk
f (rij, rik) = exp
1
+
1
riir c3rikrc3
cos °jik =
rikrij
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)29
Az3 (eV) rsi (A) rs4 (A) r, (A) I (A) r,3 (A)
0.77524.43 2.5 5.51.02.6
a, (A) Z (e) ai (A3)
Si
0
0.47
1.2
1.2
-0.6
0.0
2.4
Si-Si 11
Si-0 9
0-0 7
Biik (eV)Ojik
0-Si-0
19.97 141.0
5.0 109.47
TABLE 3.2. Parameters for the 3 body interaction for SiO2 glass from Vashista et
al.1.5
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FIGURE 3.1. Potential energy for the three inter-atomic potential energy func-
tions. The twobody part of the VKRE potential energy is shown. The Coulomb
interaction is omitted.
The strength of the threebody interaction ./33ik, average bond angles 6, and cutoff
distances are tabulated in Table 3.2. The parameters in this study are taken from
a more recent publication [36].
A comparison of the twobody parts of all three interactions is shown in
Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows the threebody interaction as a function of angle. For
the purposes of this figure, the atoms are assumed to form an isosceles triangle where
the Si-0 distance is given by the average bond length, 1.62 A.
3.3. Computational Procedure
Our simulation was performed using the linked-list cell method [1].The
equations of motion were integrated using the velocity Verlet integration method [1,31
FIGURE 3.2. The three-body energy vs.angle for triplets of atoms forming an
isosceles triangle. The angle 03,k is between the two bonds that are of equal length
(1.62 A).
p. 81]. Electrostatic interactions were calculated using the well known Ewald sum
method [1]. The timestep size was 1 fs.
The system is initialized on an aquartz lattice at 2.2 g/cm3and is im-
mediately heated to a liquid state at 8,000 K. The temperature is regulated by
velocity scaling. For each interaction, three samples are created, each with a differ-
ent random seed for the calculation of initial velocities. The samples are then cooled
according to an interaction-specific cooling scheme. The temperature is regulated
in blocks that consist of a scaling phase, an equilibration phase, and a measure-
ment phase. The samples equilibrate between cooling stages in the microcanonical
(NVE) ensemble.32
3.3.1. Cooling Scheme for the BKS and TTAM Interactions
For the BKS and TTAM interactions, in the temperature range between
8,000 K and 4,000 K, the temperature is regulated in blocks of 20,000 timesteps (20
ps). In a block, the temperature is reduced for 1 ps, the system equilibrates for 9
ps, and measurements are taken during the final 10 ps. This 20,000 timestepblock
is repeated to cool the system from 8,000 K to 4,000 K in steps of 1,000 K.
As previously noted, the BKS and TTAM potential energies diverge to minus
infinity at small inter-atomic distances. At high temperatures, it is possible that
an individual atom may have enough kinetic energy for it to overcome the energy
barrier and fuse with another atom. For this reason, the potential energy function is
replaced with a simple harmonic potential energy whenever atoms come within 1.2
A (for Si-0) or 1.7 A (for 0-0) of each other. The Si-Si interaction is not considered
here because for both potential energies the coefficient of the diverging term (r-6)
is zero.
We use blocks of 30,000 timesteps for cooling the system between 4,000 K
and 2,000 K. In each block the system is cooled by 200 K. During the first 10 ps of
each block, the system is gradually cooled at a rate corresponding to 0.333 x 1013
K/s. Then during the next 10,000 timesteps the system is allowed to equilibrate
in the NVE ensemble.During the final 10,000 timesteps of each block various
measurements are taken for that temperature.
After the system has reached 2,000 K, it is again cooled in blocks of 30
ps. However, the system is cooled by simply scaling the velocities directly to the
desired temperature during the first 1,000 timesteps of each block. The system is
allowed to equilibrate for 19,000 timesteps, and then measurements are taken over33
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FIGURE 3.3. The cooling scheme for each of the three interactions.
the remaining 10,000 timesteps. This is repeated for the temperatures of 1,500 K,
1,000 K, 600 K, 300 K, and 0 K.
This cooling scheme allows for slow cooling in the range near the amorphous
transition temperature. Vollmayr et al. [79] have shown that the cooling rate has
a direct effect upon the glass transition temperature.They show a logarithmic
dependence on the cooling rate. Hence, in this study, I have been careful to use a
slow cooling rate in the region near the transition temperature.
3.3.2. Cooling Scheme for the VKRE Interaction
The amorphous transition for the VKRE interaction is at a different temper-
ature from that of the TTAM and BKS interactions. Hence, another cooling scheme
is required.34
The system is first cooled from 8,000 K to 4,000 K as in the above scheme. For
the range 4,000 K to 2,000 K, the system was cooled in blocks of 30,000 timesteps
by 1,000 K each, in the same manner as for the range of 2,000 K to 0 K in the
previous cooling scheme.
For the range of 2,000 K to 0 K, the system was cooled in blocks of 30,000
timesteps by 200 K each, again using the same method as the previous scheme used
for the range 4,000 K to 2,000 K. Figure 3.3 graphically shows the cooling scheme
for all three interactions.
3.3.3. Measurements
Measurements for each temperature were evaluated over a period of 10,000
timesteps. Pair distribution functions, bond angle distributions, diffusion constants,
and velocity autocorrelation functions were all averaged over all 10,000 steps.
3.4. Results
3.4.1. Pair Distribution Function and Coordination Numbers
We first demonstrate the validity of the simulated system by investigating
the pair distribution function and coordination numbers at finite temperatures.
The partial radial distribution functions (gaff (r)) are calculated from a his-
togram of pairwise distances,
0,,o(r)) = 47r20rpcogo(r), (3.9)
where p is the number density, co is the concentration of species 0 (Nfl /N), and
no(r) indicates the number of particles of species 0 in the shell between r and4
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FIGURE 3.4. The partial radial distribution functions g(r) at 1,000 K for the BKS
interaction.
r + Or around a particle of species a. The angular brackets represent the ensemble
average and an average over particles of species a.
The partial radial distribution functions are shown in Figure 3.4. Because
the radial distribution functions for the three interactions are so similar in shape,
only the results for the BKS interaction are shown. The temperature is 1,000 K,
well below the glass transition temperature.
The positions of the first and second peaks in the radial distribution function
are tabulated in Table 3.3. We observe no significant differences in the peak positions
and shapes of the radial distribution function between the two-body and three-
body interactions. This is expected because the radial distribution has no angular
dependence and hence shouldn't be affected by the angular components introduced
by the three-body interaction.36
TTAM (A) BKS (A) VKRE (A) Experiment (A)
Si-0first peak 1.63(1)1.61(1) 1.61(1)1.608b1.620'
second peak 4.14(2)4.10(4) 4.18(1) 4.15a
0-0first peak 2.62(1)2.60(1) 2.65(1)2.626b2.65a
second peak 5.06(1)5.01(3) 5.05(5) 4.95'
Si-Sifirst peak 3.16(1)3.14(1) 3.13(1)3.077 3.12a
second peak5.06(10)5.12(6) 5.11(6) 5.18a
'Reference [80].
bReference [52].
'Reference [81].
TABLE 3.3. The positions of the peaks in the partial radial distribution functions.
The numbers in parenthesis give the estimated error in units of the last digit.
The positions of the first and second peaks for the three interactions agree
quite well with experiment; all three potential energy functions seem to reproduce
the short- and medium-range structure of the glass.
Coordination numbers (Nan (R)) indicate the average number of particles
of species /3 around a particle of species a within a sphere of radius R. They are
calculated from the integral over the corresponding partial pair distribution function,
R
No(R) = 47 pcof go(r)r2dr.
o
(3.10)
Since we are interested only in nearest neighbors, the value for R is taken to be the
first minimum of the corresponding partial pair distribution function. For R, we
used values of 2.1, 3.1, and 3.7 A for the Si-0, 0-0, and Si-Si coordination numbers
respectively.37
TTAM BKS VKRE
Si-0
O-Si
0-0
Si-Si
4.0093.9993.968
2.005 2.01.984
6.066.0695.999
3.9854.0233.968
TABLE 3.4. Coordination numbers.
The coordination numbers are shown in Table 3.4. The results for the three
interactions agree with each other very well. The Si-0 coordination number agrees
with the expected value of 4 which when combined with the bond angle distribution
data presented below, is characteristic of the SiO4 tetrahedral configuration. Again,
we observe no significant difference in this quantity between the pairwise and three-
body interactions.
3.4.2. Bond Angle Distributions
Using pairwise interactions the Si-O-Si bond angle distribution has been
difficult to reproduce accurately through simulation. One of the major reasons for
introducing a three-body interaction for silica is to correct this problem.
Amorphous SiO2 can be represented by a random network of corner-sharing
tetrahedra (see Figure 3.5), with a Si-O-Si bond angle of about 142°. The 0-Si-
0 bond angle should be close to the true tetrahedral angle of 109.47°. All three
interactions yield this value reasonably well.38
FIGURE 3.5. A graphical representation of corner-sharing tetrahedra.
The Si-O-Si bond angle is created by two neighboring tetrahedra and their
shared oxygen atom. The addition of the angular term in the VKRE potential
energy has the effect of narrowing the size of the Si-O-Si distributionand changing
its position. Figure 3.6a shows the Si-O-Si bond angle distribution for the BKS
and VKRE interactions (the TTAM results are similar to the BKS results). The
distribution from the BKS interaction is significantly wider and shifted to the right
as compared to the distribution from the VKRE interaction.This effect is also
seen in Figure 3.6b which shows the first peak ofthe 0-Si-Si distribution. In this
case however, the BKS peak is shifted tothe left of the VKRE peak. This can be
explained when one considers the triangle created by two silicon nearest neighbors
and a corner shared oxygen atom. In Figure 3.5 these atoms are 0(1), Si(1) and
Si(2).Since the VKRE interaction has the effect of restricting the Si-O-Si bond39
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FIGURE 3.6. Bond angle distributions for (a) the Si-O-Si angle and (b) the first
peak in the 0-Si-Si distribution. The solid lines are Gaussian fits to the data.40
TTAM BKS VKREExperiment
0Si-0
SiOSi
108.6° (13.6°)108.6° (13°)109° (9°)109.75°a
153° (30°)153.3° (33°)146° (18°)144° (38°)b, 142° (26°)c,
144°d, 152"
aComputed using the bond lengths reported in Mozzi and Warren [80].
bMozzi and Warren [80]
cPettifer et al. [82]
dCoombs et al. [83]
eDaSilva et al. [84]
TABLE 3.5. Location and full width at half maximum of the bond angle distribu-
tions for the Si-O-Si and 0-Si-0 angles from each interaction and from experiment.
angle to a smaller angle, it has the opposite effect on the other two angles of the
triangle, which are represented in the first peak of the 0-Si-Si distribution. The
peak position of the VKRE distribution was 16.7° with a width at half maximum
of 9°, while the BKS distribution had a peak position of 13.3° and a width at half
maximum of 16.7°.
Results for all three interactions are given in Table 3.5. The peak positions
and widths at half maximum are evaluated by Gaussian fits to the distribution at
0 K. It is clear from the results that the VKRE results are closer to experimental
values for both the Si-O-Si (with the exception of the Da Silva et al. result) and the
0-Si-0 distributions. However, the VKRE interaction underestimates the width at
half maximum for the Si-O-Si distribution.
From these results it appears that the VKRE interaction does an overall
better job of reproducing the peak positions for the bond angles in silica. However,2
t [psi
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FIGURE 3.7. Meansquared displacement curves for oxygen for various tempera-
tures for the VKRE interaction.
we found that for all of the other possible angles0-0-0, Si-Si-Si, and Si-0-0
there is no significant difference between the two-body results and the VKRE
results.
3.4.3. Glass Transition and Diffusivities
The diffusion constant for species a can be calculated from the meansquare
displacements,
where
(r2(t))
r.(2
h (t)), = m
t-+006t
(t + s)r3(s)]2).
(3.11)
(3.12)
A plot of (r2 (0)0 versustime for the VKRE interaction is shown in Figure 3.7. The
diffusion constant is derived from the slope of the linear portion of the curve.-3.0
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FIGURE 3.8. Arrhenius plot of the diffusion constant of oxygen for the three in-
teractions. The break in the near linear behavior indicates the liquid to amorphous
transition.
For low temperatures, the behavior of the meansquare displacement curve
is more erratic due to the low rate of diffusion. Hence, it is difficult to get accurate
results for the diffusion without increasing the length of the measurement periods.
The "glass transition" as defined in molecular dynamics simulations is not
necessarily related to the experimental glass transition due to the vast difference in
time scales. The transition to the vitreous or glassy state is essentially defined by
the crossing of the liquid relaxation time scale and the external (experimentalist-
controlled) observation time scale. The "glass transition" occurs by a breaking of
ergodicity when the cooling rate becomes such that the system does not have enough
time to become fully equilibrated (ergodic) before the next cooling step.Each
successive cooling step then further reduces the degree of equilibration. Because
of the fact that molecular dynamics cooling rates are several orders of magnitude
faster than what is possible in experiment, and because relaxation times increase43
with decreasing temperature, one would expect to see simulated transitions at much
higher temperatures than are observed in experiment. Angell and others have done
extensive studies on relaxation times and cooling rates and their relation to the glass
transition [85-88].
For this study, we attempted to locate the glass transition using the exponen-
tial dependence of the diffusion constant on temperature. A plot of the logarithm
of the diffusion constant versus inverse temperature (Ahrrenius plot) is shown in
Figure 3.8. The data shows a nearly linear relationship for the high and low tem-
perature regions for each interaction. We can see that there is a discontinuity in
the slope of the curves where the data seems to "flatten out". This flattening out of
the Ahrrenius plot indicates the breaking of ergodicity related to the transition to
the vitreous or amorphous state. The transition is generally referred to as a range
of temperatures rather than a specific temperature; however we define a particular
value for the transition for purposes of comparison in the following way. The high
temperature data was fit with a straight line and the same was done for the low
temperature data. The point of intersection of the two lines is taken as the transi-
tion temperature Tg. Our results show a T9 of 2,900 K for the TTAM interaction,
3,300 K for the BKS interaction, and 1,200 K for the VKRE interaction.
Vollmayr et al. have results that show the glass transition temperature for
the BKS interaction as a function of the cooling rate [79]. They find that Tg varies
logarithmically with the cooling rate 'y, from 2,900 K for the slowest cooling rate
(approx.1012 K/s) to 3,300 K for the highest (approx.101' K/s). Our results
agree with these results for the fastest cooling rates studied despite the fact that
our cooling rate corresponds to about the middle of the range of cooling rates in
their study. We attribute this difference to the sensitivity of the results to the low
temperature data. Since the relaxation times of the system become very long for44
low temperatures, the measured diffusivities become less certain. To counter this
effect, we have left some of the low temperature data out of the calculations.
It is obvious from Figure 3.8 that the VKRE interaction is much more dif-
fusive than the two-body interactions. This is most likely due to the factor of two
difference in the silicon and oxygen effective charges.It is likely that these com-
paratively low effective charges were chosen such that the simulated system would
demonstrate a melting temperature comparable to experimental values. Our results
show that the VKRE interaction demonstrates a breaking of ergodicity at a tem-
perature much closer to the experimental value of 1,453 K [89, p.39]. However, as
indicated previously, it is not necessary or even desirable that these temperatures
match because of the vast difference in time scales.
A more important consideration perhaps is whether or not the diffusion for
the system in equilibrium is comparable to experimental results. Hemmatti and
Angell have shown that there exists a spread of two orders of magnitude in the
diffusivites at 6,000 K for different two-body interactions [72]. Our results show very
little spread in the diffusivities for the TTAM and BKS interactions. However, the
VKRE interaction's diffusivities differ from the other two by as much as two orders
of magnitude at 3,000 K. Hemmatti and Angell also cite experimental diffusivities of
around 109 cm2/s at approximately 3,000 K. The VKRE interaction over-estimates
this by about five orders of magnitude. Clearly, the VKRE interaction is much too
diffusive.
3.4.4. Structure Factors
Since the static structure factor contains no more information than is in the
radial distribution function, we do not expect to see any difference between the45
results obtained via a threebody interaction. However, the static structure factor
is important for comparison with scattering experiments, and can therefore help
validate our results.
We compute the structure factor via its formal definition,
S () ( >
j,k
)iq.(rj-rk)
Averaging over all directions for the vector q the expression becomes
S(q) =Tv1
j,k
sin (qrjk)
qrjk
(3.13)
(3.14)
In order to compare the molecular dynamics result with the results from neutron
scattering experiments, S (q) must be weighted with the coherent scattering lengths,
S N (q) =
(b2)
E bibk(
qrjk
sin (grjk))
j,k
(3.15)
where b.; is the coherent neutron scattering length of atomic species j.
Often, the structure factor is computed via the Fourier transform of the radial
distribution function. We feel that our method yields more accurate results because
all pairs of atoms are included in the average, whereas the pair distribution function
includes only information from neighbors within a certain distance.
Our results for the partial structure factors at 0 K are shown in Figure 3.9. As
expected, there is little difference in the general shape between the three interactions.
The peak positions also match quite well.
The first peak for each of the three partial structure factors is shown in a
close up view in the inset graph. This peak is called the first sharp diffraction peak
(FSDP) and has been the subject of much scrutiny in recent years [53, 31, 54]. The
FSDP has been tied to problems with finite-size effects and the duplication of the
long and intermediate-range order of silica in molecular dynamics simulations.0.8
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FIGURE 3.9. The partial structure factors at 0 K for each of the three interactions.Ci
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FIGURE 3.10. The total neutron weighted structure factor. The closed circles are
neutron scattering data from Arai et al.
As Figure 3.9 shows, the main difference between the three structure factors is
in the FSDP. There is variation in the peak heights in the Si-Si structure factor and
in the shape of the peak for the 0-0 structure factor. There is much less variation
in the Si-0 structure factor.It is not clear whether the apparent differences in
the first 0-0 peaks are real or are within the noise. However, it appears there is
a significant difference in the peak heights of the first peak of the Si-Si structure
factor. Regardless, there is no indication from these results to indicate whether or
not the three-body interaction is preferable over the two-body interactions.
Figure 3.10 shows the neutron-weighted total structure factor for the BKS
and VKRE interactions. The closed circles are experimental results from a neu-
tron scattering experiment by Arai et al. [90]. The main differences between the
simulation data and the experimental results appear in the first and third peaks.
Both interactions overestimate the height of the third peak and both interactions48
overestimate the position of the first peak. Again, from these results, it is not clear
whether a three-body interaction performs any better or worse than a two-body
interaction.
3.4.5. Density of States
The vibrational density of states was calculated from the velocity auto-
correlation function [43],
vio (t)vi, (0)
r 0(t) = withE {Si, 0}
vis (0)
via
(0))
(3.16)
where the angular brackets (<>) represent averaging over MD configurations.
The partial vibrational density of states is then given by the Fourier transform of
the velocity auto-correlation function,
F,(w) =fro(t) cos (wt)e-7(t I T)2 dt, (3.17)
where a Gaussian window function with 7 = 1 and T = 0.5 ps is used. The total
vibrational density of states is obtained by summing over the partial density of
states weighted with the concentration
F( co Fs (u) ), (3.18)
where cp is the concentration of species ,(3.
Figure 3.11 shows our results for the vibrational density of states for all three
potential energy functions. Each graph is superimposed with data from a neutron
scattering experiment from Price and Carpenter [91]. There is some high frequency
noise that is created by the statistical noise in the data. We observe that this
function is very sensitive to the choice of interaction. The primary features of the0.02
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FIGURE 3.11. The vibrational density of states F(w) for (a) the VKRE interaction,
(b) the TTAM interaction, and (c) the BKS interaction. The closed circles are
experimental data from Price and Carpenter.50
TTAM and BKS results are a pair of peaks at the high energy end of the spectrum,
and a fairly uniform and featureless plateau covering most of the low energy end.
The experimental data has four obvious peaks at about 50, 100, 130, and 147 meV.
The BKS results match the high energy peaks of the experimental data very well.
The TTAM results have similar high-energy peaks, but they are shifted to lower
energies as compared with experiment. Neither the BKS nor the TTAM results
reproduces the peaks at 50 and 100 meV.
The VKRE results, on the other hand, appear to match the peaks at 50 and
100 meV, but show no evidence of any vibrational activity at energies above about
120 meV. It is possible that the high-energy experimental peaks at 130 and 147 meV
exist within the VKRE spectrum and are shifted to lower energies. The integrals
under all three of the molecular dynamics spectra are the same, indicating that no
information is lost in the VKRE spectrum. It is clear that the VKRE interaction
does not accurately reproduce the high energy peaks in the experimental spectrum
of silica.
We hypothesize that this may be due to the fact that the Si-0 attraction is
much weaker in the VKRE interaction, which is mainly due to the lower effective
charges of silicon and oxygen. The weakness of the attraction also makes the VKRE
interaction much more diffusive than the BKS and TTAM interactions. Taraskin and
Elliot [55] have shown that the two high energy peaks in the vibrational density of
states correspond to stretching vibrations between silicon and oxygen pairs. There-
fore a weaker interaction might shift these peaks to lower energies. This hypothesis
is further strengthened when one considers that the TTAM and BKS interactions
have equal effective charges on the silicon and oxygen ions, but the short range forces
are slightly less attractive for the TTAM interaction. The TTAM density of states
shows that the two high energy peaks are shifted to lower energies as compared with51
the BKS interaction which indicates that this may be related to the strength of the
Si-0 interaction.
3.5. Conclusion
We have highlighted and demonstrated some differences in results obtained
from the simulation of amorphous silica using twobody and threebody interac-
tions. As expected, the threebody potential energy function more accurately re-
produces the SiOSi bond angle distribution with respect to experimental results.
The VKRE interaction proved to be much more diffusive than the BKS or
TTAM interactions. We discovered approximately 4-5 orders of magnitude differ-
ence between VKRE diffusivities and experimental results, and a maximum of two
orders of magnitude difference between the two- and three-body interactions. This
discrepancy is due to the comparatively low effective charges in the VKRE interac-
tion.
All three interactions differ in the position of in the first sharp diffraction peak
(FSDP) of the total static structure factor as compared with experiment. While the
molecular dynamics results for all three agree on the position of this peak they differ
with each other on its height. Overall, however, we observed quite good qualitative
agreement with experiment for all three potential energy functions with respect to
the total structure factor.
The most striking difference between the three potential energies was dis-
covered in their vibrational density of states. The VKRE interaction was not able
to produce the experimental peaks at 130 and 147 meV, while the BKS spectrum
matched these peaks quite well and the TTAM results had two similar peaks that
were shifted to lower energies.52
It would be interesting for future studies to compare the results of the BKS
and VKRE interactions in reproducing the density maximum of silica, and the IR
band separation problem as documented by Hemmati and Angell [72].
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4.1. Introduction
Molecular dynamics (MD) [1-3] is a proven means for simulating systems of
atoms, molecules, and other particles. The method involves integrating the equa-
tions of motion derived from inter-particle potential energy functions.Statistical
averages then yield mechanical, thermodynamic, and transportproperties of the
simulated systems.
In MD, computing the inter-particle potential and the forces between the
particles is by far the most time-consuming aspect of the method for all but the
simplest of potentials. There are informal reports that looking up potentials and
forces in tables stored in memory can yield significant improvements in performance
in MD calculations [92], but we know of no published work that focuses on the idea
itself. In this report, we describe our study of the effects of replacing computations
of the potentials and forces with table lookups for these quantities.'
We focus on potentials that include terms that can be computed to any de-
sired accuracy as part of the initiation before actual simulations begin, with emphasis
on semi-empirical functions of relative positions of atoms,such as the Lennard Jones
(LJ) potential. The potentials we consider are thus response surfaces on which the
simulations are based. These can be indexed by functions of atomic positions. The
most common use of this in practice has been in tabulating the "Embedded Atom
Method" or EAM potential. There are MD codes in use that use tabulated EAM
potentials exclusively [6, 7].
'Henceforth, we will use "potential" to represent potential energy, and we will use
"atoms" to represent the atoms, molecules, or other particles that comprise the systems
being simulated.55
This is by no means the only way in which tables are used in MD calculations.
For example, implementations of the MD-MC/CEM technique [93, 94] use tables to
store pre-computed integrals indexed by local jellium densities and to hold coefficient
matrices used in numerical differentiations of the potentials. Tabulated potentials
have also been used to accelerate the calculation of long range electrostatic forces
in the Ewald sum [37].
Memory cycle times on common workstations are about 6Ons, which is ap-
proximately the time required for a single double-precision (DP) floating-point cal-
culation. We therefore would expect that looking up values for potentials would be
faster than computing them for all but the most trivial forms of the potential.
However, this is not always the case. Processors used in serious MD calcula-
tions include internal pipelined processors for floating-point arithmetic. Many offer
vector processors as well. Both these processor enhancements require a steady flow
of operands from memory. Efficient caching hardware and algorithms and optimiz-
ing compilers are tuned to prevent delays due to interruptions in the movement of
data from memory. These techniques work best when the data access patterns are
localized in memory and occur in a predictable order. On the other hand, using tab-
ulated potentials is equivalent to performing random accesses into large arrays, so
that accesses are neither localized nor predictable. We therefore expect and observe
a trade-off between using tables to save arithmetic calculations and degradation
in raw processor performance.Nevertheless, we expect to benefit from tabulat-
ing potentials for those that require relatively intense arithmetic computation and
relatively little associated logic. This study supports that expectation.
Even when tabulating potentials offers better performance than computing
them, there are still two other trade-offs to consider in deciding which method to
use. The use of tables guarantees a loss of accuracy in computing the potentials. We56
use DP arithmetic in MD simulations to eliminate possible inaccuracies that could
cloud the interpretation of results. It is not clear that we need that level of preci-
sion in many simulations. Often we do not know values of parameters in potential
functions with any degree of certainty; in much of the work in materials science and
other application areas we use semi-empirical potentials that involve constants that
are known to only one or two decimal places in accuracy. These values frequently
appear in power-law or exponential terms in potential functions. Therefore, inaccu-
racies in determining values of potentials under these circumstances are swamped
by lack of precision in our knowledge of the exact potential. Note that this comment
does not apply to numerical techniques used to integrate the equations of motion;
these techniques must be chosen carefully to ensure that they are sufficiently accu-
rate. Otherwise, numerical instabilities can arise that lead to erroneous or divergent
solutions.
The third trade-off between using tables and computing potentials and forces
is the space-time trade-off, which is also linked with the accuracy issue. To make
the computations faster, we must use memory to store tables that would otherwise
be available for other purposes. This factor becomes particularly significant when
we consider simulating systems with more than one species of atom.For two-
body potentials, the number of tables increases with the number of possible pair
interactions,
(n
+n (4.1)
where n is the number of atomic species. When the calculations are to be done on
parallel or distributed processors, we must keep copies of the tables on each processor
to avoid extra inter-processor communications. Memory is an important factor in
limiting the sizes of simulation we can do. As main memory sizes continue to grow,57
the relative overhead from the tables becomes smaller. Our results described below
indicate that under normal circumstances the use of memory for tables is not an
important consideration.
In this report, we explore all of these issues. We begin with a discussion of
how one might construct and access tables efficiently. We then present our results
on the analysis of errors resulting from the use of tables and their effects on the
results of simulations.Following a comparison of performance between the two
methods for several different kinds of potentials, we present our conclusions and
recommendations.
4.2. Implementing Tables
Well-designed molecular dynamics codes [2, 6, 7, 4, 5, 8] include single mod-
ules that compute potentials. To change a code to obtain potentials and forces
from tables, we simply replace the code that computes these values with code that
retrieves them from data structures in which they have been stored before the simu-
lations are started. In order for this to be worthwhile, an efficient method of indexing
the table must first be found.
4.2.1. Hash Functions
The objective is to determine the contributions to the force and potential
acting on particle i by all the other particles j. We assume these forces depend
only on separations r23 between the particles. The potential/force routines in MD
systems usually include checks to see if particles j are within a certain distance from
particle i, as for example, when the potential function includes a short-range cut-off.
These comparisons are done using TT3 to avoid computing a square root. Therefore,58
it makes sense to use iT3 as the measure of the distance used to determine which
elements of the tabulated forces and potentials to use.
Since pointers and indexes for arrays are integers, we need to construct map-
pings between double precision measures of (squared) distances and pointers or
indexes. We have investigated two kinds of mappings, casts of scaled values of
the distance measure onto integers, and logical extraction of indexes from the DP
distance measures.
Consider the pseudocode below for the computation of the potential and
force in a MD simulation.
for each it do
e := computeEnergy(it)
f := computeForce(it)
totalEtotalE + e
F := F +
Note that this is for a twobody potential. For a threebody potential the loop
would be over triplets (it, ilk, and 0,3k). The computeEnergy and computeForce
routines in practice are not separate routines, but since some of the computation is
redundant, they are often just one function or are inlined directly into the loop.
The table version of the above code might look like the following.
for each 7-F do
e := energyTable[hash(it)]
f := forceTable[hash(qi)]
totalEtotalE + e
F := F +59
Here, hash() is a function which maps pairwise distances to indexes in the tables.
An example is a function that simply casts DP values to integers:
function hash(double t)
return (int) ( (t) * 10000 ))
This yields the integer part of the argument after shifting the decimal point four
places to the right.
We could simulate a rounding operation with the following hash function.
function hash(double t)
return (int) ( (t * 10000 ) + 0.5 )
The above two mappings are simple, but require converting a DP number to an
integer, a process that is not inexpensive.
4.2.2. Double Precision Extraction
The other method we consider for determining indexes into potential arrays
is the extraction of an index directly from a DP representation of some measure
of distance between atoms. The advantage of this technique is that it eliminates
the arithmetic, logic, and implicit function calls involved in converting DP values
to integers.
For a given double precision exponent, we can use the mantissa, truncated
at some precision, as an integer to access the table. The table size must be of size
at least 2Nm where N, is the number of bits taken from the left-hand side of the
mantissa.60
However, in most cases we are interested in a range of numbers which include
several different possible double precision exponents. In this case, we can use a few
of the low order bits in the exponent as the first few high order bits in the integer
(see Figure 4.1). Of course, care must be taken to make sure that enough bits are
taken from the exponent to ensure that they are unique for all possible exponents
that would be encountered in a simulation.
We will assume that a double precision number is 64 bits long. A function
for extraction of the INDEX_BITS of Figure 4.1 might be the following (the code is
written using C syntax, and line numbers are inserted for future reference).
int extract(double t) {
int *int_p;
int index;
(1)int_p = (int *) &t;
(2)index = ( *int_p & MASK );
(3)index = index >> ( 20MANTISSA_BITS );
return( index );
}
We have shown extract() as a function and, for clarity, we have written the compu-
tations in several steps. In practice, it should be in-lined within the code in order
to avoid the overhead of the function call.
In the extract() function, MANTISSA_BITS is the number of bits of the
mantissa which we would like to use. In other words, we are truncating the number
at a precision of 2-MANTISSA_BITSX Z where x is the value of the exponent. The total61
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FIGURE 4.1. Representation of double precision index extraction. INDEX_BITS
are the bits that are actually extracted to index the table.
length of an index to the table is INDEX_BITS, which is equal to MANTISSA_BITS
plus the number of bits taken from the exponent (EXP_BITS in Figure 4.1). The
value of INDEX_BITS determines the sizes of the tables, which should be of length
at least 2INDEX-BITS.
It is important to note that the table size is determined solely by the length of
the integer used to access it. However, all of the table will not necessarily be used.
The entire table will be used only when given a set of possible double precision
inputs, INDEX_BITS includes all possible binary strings. Clearly, this depends on a
number of factors including whether or not all possible binary strings are expected in
the EXP_BITS, and whether or not the full range of mantissas for a given exponent
is expected.
Here are what the numbered steps in extract() do:
1. We establish a pointer to an object of type int and set it to point to the DP
argument. This allows us to ignore the type rules that ordinarily would restrict
us to using DP operations on the argument. Since a integer is typically 32
bits and a double is usually 64, we are restricted to the leftmost 32 bits of the62
double. With an exponent of 11 bits, there are 20 bits of the mantissa to work
with. One could use two integer pointers to point to the first and second half
of the double in order to use more bits of the mantissa. However, this requires
some extra instructions to combine the two.
2. MASK is used in an and operation (&) to remove the left hand bits from the
2INDEX .BITS +20- MANTISSABITS1. argument. MASK has the value 2
3. Shift the resulting integer to the right to produce an index of the required
length.
As an example case, consider indexing a table when our pairwise distances
713 range from 0.5 to 127.9 A2. This would be reasonable for a short range pair
potential with a cutoff of about 11.3 Angstroms. The exponents of the floating point
representations range from -1 to 6. In bias 127 or bias 1023 notation these exponents
are unique in their three lowest order bits. Not only are they unique, butfor this
range of values they complete all possible three bit strings.Hence, if we create
a table using three as the value for EXP_BITS and say 17 for MANTISSA_BITS,
we can create a table of size220 with nearly every entry filled. We would also be
accurate in the value of r an precision of about 2-17+6 in the worst case.
The key here is to make the mapping function as easy to compute as possi-
ble. While it appears that the extract() function is more complex than the hash()
function, the fact is that the integer cast is an expensive operation. We have found
the hash() function requires about 5 times as much time as the extract() function.63
4.2.3. Multiple Tables
MD codes often deal with more than one species of atom, making it necessary
to use more than one table. This can be done quite readily for example by making
an array of tables. The first two dimensions of the array might be indexed by a code
for the species of the atom, and the third dimension would be the table itself. We
would arrange the pointers in the top two levels of the array so that an interaction
between atoms would access the same table, independent of the order in which the
species are specified. An access to the table might be the following:
e = tables[typel] [ type2] [hashH3)];
where typel and type2 refer to the atomic species.
4.2.4. Interpolation
Finally, one could interpolate between successive points in the table for more
accurate results for the forces and potentials. A linear interpolation is most often
all that is required, although, more complicated interpolations have been used [95].
The same effect can often be achieved at little extra cost by increasing the size of
the tables.
4.2.5. Constructing Tables
Construction of the table is done before the simulation starts. We have found
that for realistic problems computing the tables takes a negligible amount of time,
and so we compute them with each run. It would make sense to store tables that
are expensive to compute on disk.
Here is sample code to compute a table.64
rrmin
while r < rmax do
rsqr := r * r
index := hash(rsqr)
energyTable[index] := computeEnergy(rsqr)
forceTable [index] := computeForce (rsqr)
rrAr
The routine above builds a table for rmir, < r < rma,, where rmis the cutoff distance
for the potential, and rmin is some minimum distance where it is known that two
atoms will never be less than rmin apart. This, of course, depends on the details of
the simulation.
When using the hash functions supplied above, some of this table would be
left unused because the r2 distances that map to the lower indices to the table
r < rmin will never be needed. This is also often(although not necessarily) the case
with the DP extraction routine. Depending on the size of the table that is needed
the wasted space my not be a large concern. One could modify the hash function
so that no space is wasted, but that would be at the cost of additional arithmetic
when accessing the table.
It is possible to use hash functions along with chaining methods for colli-
sion resolution to help to eliminate the wasted space. We experimented with this
approach and determined that the extra coding and computational effort required
probably does not justify the small savings in memory.280.0
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FIGURE 4.2. The Lennard-Jones table-based potential. The spacing of the table
values is much larger than would normally be used in practice.
4.3. Errors and Error Accumulation
The use of tables without interpolation changes the potentials and force
functions to sequences of step functions (see Figure 4.2). Again, at the cost of some
arithmetic, we can improve the accuracy of tabulated potentials via interpolation.
In our codes, we store both the potential and the force functions so that we need
not differentiate the potential function numerically to obtain forces.
4.3.1. Estimation of Error in the Potential
In order to determine a more quantitative picture of the errors introduced
by the use of a tabulated force field, we consider a general example. Most of the
common potentials in use today have terms that depend either on an inverse power66
of the distance (1/rP) or exponentially on distance (e-r). We will consider both
cases.
First we express the relative error for an inverse power term in a single table
look-up as,
Ec5 =
cb(r)otabiev)
q(r)
1 1
rPrip
1
rP
=
rP
1
r'P
(4.2)
where r is the actual position of the particle and r' is the truncated or rounded value
used for a table lookup.
We can access the table by either rounding the value to the nearest table
entry, or by simply truncating (rounding down). In the case of the rounding method
of accessing the table, because of the increasing, negative slope of 717 the maximum
possible error occurs when r < r' and r'r = Or /2 where Or is the table spacing
(see Figure 4.3). Hence,
Eck <(r'iL )P
1 r'
(4.3)
Since p is positive and r' is always greater than Or /2 we can write the upper
bound as
Eck < 1(1'119
2r'
(4.4)
This gives an upper bound for the error in 1/rP type potential. The maximum
value that Eck can take on depends on the smallest possible value for r' for a given
Or. To determine this we must look to the particular substance being simulated.
The pair distribution function g(r) for a substance gives us information on the
environment of a given atom.Since most atoms act like hard spheres for smallTruncation Method Rounding Method
table spacing table spacing
Max error Max error
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FIGURE 4.3. Representation of a single table entry. Note that the error is largest
when r = r' + Ar for truncation, and when r = r',Ar/2 for the rounding method.
values of r, the pair distribution function must go to zero at some small value of
r, lets call it rmin. Hence, we can expect that no atom will ever be within rmin of
another. This gives us a lower bound on r' in Equation 4.4. Hence we can write the
maximum possible error in the potential as
e m b a x = 1(1r )P
2rmin
(4.5)
For our argon case study, the pair distribution function goes to zero at about 3.0 A.
So for a Ar of 0.001 A and p = 6, Er' = 0.001. This is respectable when compared
with the accuracy to which many potential parameters are known. Also, it should
be noted here that this may also be on the order of the accuracy given by the
integration method used. Most integration methods conserve total energy to within
the order of the timestep size. And perhaps more importantly, most table lookups
will have substantially smaller error. In addition, for the rounding method, we can
err on either side of the actual value for the potential (Figure 4.3). That is, the68
tabulated value might be larger or smaller than the actual value. Hence, we can
expect that some of the overall error will be canceled out by this effect.
A similar analysis can be done for an exponential potential,
which yields,
<
= e-r (4.6)
Lr
1
4.3.2. Accumulation of Errors
(4.7)
For a pair potential, the total potential energy for a single timestep is simply
a sum of pairwise potential values,
where,
45(rii),
rid =IniTi
(4.8)
(4.9)
is the distance between atom i and atom j. For the case of the exponential potential,
the relative particle-particle error is independent of the pairwise distance. Equation
4.5 gives an expression for the 1/rP potential that is also independent of the particle-
particle distance.
Now, since the maximum relative error of each term in the sum is independent
of the pairwise distance, the relative error in the sum is the same as the relative
error of each term. Hence, Equations 4.5 and 4.7 also hold for the total potential,
E4, = (4.10)Next, we consider the total force on a given atom,
where
Fi = E f ,
f (r)cV(r).
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(4.11)
(4.12)
It can be shown that the relative error in f (r) for the 1/rP potential type is the same
as Equation 4.4 except with an exponent of p + 1. Similarly, it is easy to show that
the relative error in f (r) for the exponential type potential is the same as Equation
4.7.
Now, the force is a vector quantity, so the summation is a little different here
as opposed to the total potential energy. However, one can still put an upper bound
on the total error by assuming that all of the errors point in the same direction.
Again the same argument applies as above. The relative error in the force for a
single particle is
EIF,1 < 1(1
Or
)P+1 (4.13)
2rn-,in
for the 1/rP potential. For the exponential potential a similar analysis reveals the
same upper bound as Equation 4.7.
4.3.3. Errors in Measured Values
Now that we have an upper bound on the relative error for the force and
potential for a given timestep, let's consider how those errors propagate into some
of the quantities that are measured. The pressure, temperature, stress, and total
energy all depend on various summations involving the force, positions, and veloci-
ties of the particles. We have already discovered how the errors in individual table
lookups propagate to the total force and potential energy.The total energy is given by
E=
i<j
1 2
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(4.14)
We have already put an upper bound on the error in the first term, it remains to
put an upper bound on the error in the second.
The velocity is obtained from the total acceleration by integrating over some
short time interval. There are many methods of doing this, [1], but for simplicity
and in order to consider upper bounds, we will consider just a Taylor expansion of
the velocity:
v(t + St) = v(t) + Sta(t) + . (4.15)
For a given timestep there is some error in the force (acceleration) due to the use of
a tabulated force field. This is equivalent to adding a term to the acceleration,
v(t + (St) = v(t) + St(a(t) + Eaa(t)), (4.16)
where Ea is the relative error bound in the acceleration which is equal to the
relative error bound in the force. Now, this term is of order StEaa which is of similar
order as the error in the potential energy term.In the expression for the total
energy, this term is squared, which makes the error of order atEaa v. Regardless,
we can consider the error in the total energy to be proportional to El,. We use 6.4,
instead of Ea because the binomial is raised to a higher power in Ea. In any case,
as will be seen in the next section, we are most interested in how the error changes
with respect to the table size, and for this purpose, the above argument is sufficient.4.3.4. Error With Respect to the Table Size
We expand the binomial in Equation 4.4,
Orp(p1) Or) 2
Ec'P 2r 2 2r }+ '
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(4.17)
where we have dropped the prime on r.Since, Or << 2r for all reasonable2 r, we
know that
Ar
0 << 1. (4.18)
Now, we would like to truncate the series to first order, but we must first convince
ourselves that the upper-bound still holds in that case.In other words we must
show,
1(1x)P < px, (4.19)
for 0 < x < 1. Since p > 1, this is true for x = 1 and for x = 0. Consider the first
derivative of both sides with respect to x,
P(1x)P-1 < P. (4.20)
Since we are only concerned with the range 0 < x < 1 and since p > 1, this
is clearly true. Having established that the slope of the left hand side is always
smaller or equal to the slope of the right hand side, and that the endpoints of our
range of interest satisfy Equation (4.19), we can say that Equation (4.19) holds for
all 0 < x <1.
2By reasonable r, we mean any value of r which will normally be encountered in a
simulation. This is bounded at the low end by the point at which the pair distribution
function g(r) becomes negligible.Truncating Equation (4.17) to first order in Or, we have:
Or k
E.° 5-13Yr C P 2rN'
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(4.21)
here Or = k/N where k = rmaxrrnin is the range of values of r in the table, and
N is the number of table entries or the size of the table.
This indicates a linear relationship between the inverse table size and the
relative error.
4.3.5. Errors in Practice
In practice, the upperbounds that we have derived in the previous sections
are very high. In fact the actual errors that are incurred overall will be of a much
lower magnitude. This is because of several reasons.
First, the error in a table lookup can be on either side of the actual value.
Hence, we can expect some "washing out" of the errors when multiple values from
the table are summed. In fact, the error will act as a one- (for potential energy) or
three-dimensional (for the force) random walk. So the absolute errors would sum as
order \LW where N is the number of terms in the sum.
Second, at least for 1/rP potentials, the error is reduced for atoms that are
farther apart than rmin. As was stated previously, rmir, is the minimum distance that
two atoms might approach each other. This is indicated by the point at which the
pair distribution function for the substance being simulated goes to zero.
Figure 4.4 shows a graph of the pair distribution function for liquid argon
overlaid with the maximum error as a function of r. The region of largest error is
where the potential is steepest. Also included in the graph is the product of the two
functions. The pair distribution function g(r) is proportional to the probability ofle-03
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FIGURE 4.4. The scaled, actual error (OM0(7- + Ar))/ and pair distribution
function taken from an MD simulation of LJ liquid argon, where E is the depth of
the potential well. The solid line is the product of the error and the pair distribution
function.
finding an atom at a distance r around any given atom. The product of the two
functions shows a maximum at a point slightly to the left of the maximum in g(r),
and goes to zero with g(r). This demonstrates that distances between neighboring
atoms are seldom in the region of largest error, and that the vast majority of the
table lookups will be in the range (> 3.6 A) where the error is very small.
Finally, for purposes of analysis we have made the simplification that the
potential energy is made up of a single term that is always positive. In reality, the
potential energy will be a sum of positive and negative contributions from these
terms. In such cases we would need to be much more careful in using the relative
error since the potential energy and the force may be zero. Nevertheless, we can
still do a similar analysis on each term of the potential and then combine the errors-0.8
- 0.9
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FIGURE 4.5. Total energy per atom vs. time for several sizes of potential tables.
after the summation. An alternative method is to look at the absolute error and
take into account the "random walk" nature of the summations.
4.4. Experiments on Sample Systems
4.4.1. Variation of Table Size
Figure 4.5 shows the results of tests in which we varied the sizes of the
potential and force tables. Each curve is a 50,000-step run for LJ liquid argon. The
systems consisted of 10,648 atoms. We used Rapaport's code [2] and a leapfrog
integrator with reduced time steps of .001.
The table sizes are determined by the parameter INDEX_BITS used in the
extract() mapping described above. We see that results using tables of sizes 128,
256, and 512 elements for each table move toward the aggregate of results using
larger tables, labeled "Others" in the graph, which are essentially indistinguishable.
The larger tables contained 2' elements, for n = 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20.
We computed the average energy for the last 25,000 timesteps for each table
size in Figure 4.5. Taking the average value of the three curves (n = 16, 18, and
20) which are indistinguishable as the "exact" energy, we plotted relative errorw
.?.
0.010
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FIGURE 4.6. Relative error in total energy vs. inverse table size for the experiment
in Figure 4.5.
versus 1/N (where N is the table size) in Figure 4.6. This demonstrates the linear
relationship predicted in Equation 4.21. Hence, we can see that the expression for
single particle error contributes in a similar way to overall errors in the energy. The
fact that the least-squares linear fit does not pass through the origin is representative
of other errors that do not depend directly on the table size.
These results indicate that tables of size 212 or larger are more than adequate
(at least for the total energy); increasing the table size beyond that has no noticeable
effect on the results for the total energy. This also indicates that interpolation may
not be necessary.
We obtained similar results in simulations of 216 silicon atoms in the liquid
state using a table for the pair part of the Stillinger-Weber potential [32].76
One would expect that so long as the tables are large enough to provide the
same results as computed potentials, it makes no difference how large the tables are.
However, to do so would be to ignore the cache effect. In the LJ argon case, for
example, we found that the time per call to the routine that computes all the forces
in a time step increased by 50% when n was increased from 14 to 16, which represent
table sizes of 16K and 64K entries, respectively, on an ultrasparc processor with a
1 Mbyte cache.Storage requirements for these tables were 256K and 1M bytes
respectively. There was no further increase in execution time for larger tables up to
220 entries.
4.4.2. Comparison of Output
We now describe our comparisons of the results from simulations that use
tabulated potentials and simulations in which the potentials and forces are computed
with every step.
Table 4.1 shows the results for LJ liquid argon using the Moldy [4] code. We
note that, despite the relatively short times used for equilibration and for accumu-
lating averages, the variations within energy are well within acceptable limits and
the standard deviations in energy and temperature show the expected behaviors as
the size of the system increases.
Figure 4.7 shows the simulation time dependence of the total energy per
particle for LJ liquid argon using the two methods. The simulation was for 50,000
steps for 10,648 atoms using the Rapaport code. While the fluctuations in energy
between the two simulations are not synchronized after about 10,000 steps, there is
no significant difference between them.77
Number
of atoms
Energy
(kJ/mol)
Std. Dev. Temperature Std. Dev.
(K)
Type
100 -152.640.27 140.53 5.53Computed
100 -152.75 0.28 140.67 5.52 Tabulated
200 -275.85 0.42 150.38 4.06Computed
200-275.97 0.41 150.52 4.06 Tabulated
500 -785.90 0.74 140.28 2.57Computed
500 -785.73 0.72 140.09 2.48 Tabulated
1000-1715.21 1.11 132.87 1.73Computed
1000-1715.05 1.08 132.85 1.78Tabulated
5000-8447.27 2.43 134.13 0.80Computed
5000-8448.92 2.55 134.22 0.82 Tabulated
10000-15930.54 3.38 139.34 0.54Computed
10000-15931.173.17 139.33 0.57 Tabulated
TABLE 4.1. Results for table and non-table based runs of liquid argon (density 0.8
g/cm3 and initial temperature 120 K) with the Lennard-Jones potential. Averages
are over 45000 timesteps after 5000 timesteps of equilibration with a timestep size
of 0.01 ps. No scaling of the temperature is performed.25 35 45
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FIGURE 4.7. Total energy per atom using computed and tabulated potentials and
forces for a LJ argon system.
FIGURE 4.8. Pair-correlation function from computed and tabulated potentials
and forces for a liquid silicon system.79
Figure 4.8 shows that there is no significant difference in structure between
the results produced by the two methods. The inset shows a small difference in the
heights of the second peak. This is close to being within the noise of the function,
but could be significant for detailed structural studies. We conclude that, at least for
the equation of state and structure studies in which general structural information
is needed there is no important difference in results between the two methods.
4.5. Performance
We turn now to an analysis of the relative performance of the two methods.
We have focused on three forms for potentials: (1) polynomials in 1/r, such
as the LJ potential, (2) "generalized" potentials, which are combinations of polyno-
mials and exponentials, and (3) three-body potentials, such as the Stillinger-Weber
potential for silicon. The latter class involves considerable logic and arithmetic to
compute the three-body contribution to the potential in addition to the polynomials
and exponentials in the two-body contribution in the potential.
Table 4.2 shows the performance results for the LJ potential. The simulations
were on a system of argon atoms. Kernel times refer to the amount of time spent
in the subroutine that calculates the potential and force. The relative performance
is reproducible across codes and machines. We used the Rapaport code and Moldy
[4] on HP, Sun, and DEC workstations, with little variation in differences in relative
performance.
These results might seem disappointing at first, since it would seem that the
LJ potential would require a moderate amount of arithmetic. However, a well-coded
LJ calculator requires only three multiplications and a subtraction, if r2 is already
available, and a good compiler can rearrange the loop through the atoms and manage80
Experiment Time Time per
in Kernel (s) force call (ms)
Table, 27 elements 877 14.9
Table, 214 elements 946 16.3
Table, 220 elements 1,619 29.5
Computed 998 17.3
TABLE 4.2. Kernel time and time per call to the force routine for the LJ liquid
argon experiments.
the cache to make sure that the pipeline is always full. Furthermore, on modern
processors floating-point arithmetic is often faster than the integerarithmetic and
random logic our extract() routine executes. Hence, one would expect to see very
little or no improvement with tabulated potentials for a LJ potential.
Table 4.4 shows the results for a generalized potential with parameters for
liquid argon. The generalized potential has the following form.
OM = Ae-Br±C _D EF
ri2r4r6rg (4.22)
This experiment was done by inserting a table into a previously established MD code.
The code that we used was called "Moldy" [4]. The timings for the kernel routine
show that the table method is about a factor of four faster (in kernel time) than
direct computation. Our tests on one of the machines on which these calculations
were done, a 170 MHz ultrasparc, showed that floating-pointmultiplications, square
roots, and transcendental function evaluations require .006, .21, and 1.8 ktseconds,
respectively. The exponential functions make the difference.81
Time in kernel Total Time Seconds per Timestep Type
370.80
639.15
1529.64
1810.45
0.77
0.91
Tabulated
Computed
TABLE 4.3. Timings for table and non table based runs of a SiO2 system with 192
silicon atoms and 384 oxygen atoms. We see an improvement in speed of about a
factor of 1.18 in execution time and 1.72 in kernel time. (Evaluation of the Coulomb
interaction was omitted for the purpose of this study.)
The speedup is considerably less when one considers total execution time.
This is because the computation of the potential is only one part of the computations
that need to be done in a given timestep. Integration of the force, measurement of
different parameters, movement of atoms between cells, and occasional neighborlist
calculation make up the rest of a single timestep. For example, consider the speedup
of a given timestep when the speedup in the kernel is 4,
tother + tkernel
Speedup =
+m
1 totherL,4ukernel
(4.23)
If the other calculations in a timestep are equally expensive as the kernel computa-
tions then we have,
tkernel + tkernel 8
Speedup =
+
1+= -.
tkernel M Z tkernel5
(4.24)
So, overall we would see a speedup of only 1.6 as opposed to 4.
Table 4.3 shows times for simulations of two species of atoms, which requires
3 tables. Here we used a potential of the 6-exp form
OH =A+Be
r6
(4.25)82
which is similar to the generalized potential. When one compares the timings for
this potential to the timings for the LennardJones potential the significance of the
exponential term with respect to speedup becomes clear. We observe that the re-
sults at first glance do not indicate a speedup as large as expected, since with one
or two more multiplications we would have the generalized potential for which we
measured a factor of 4 speedup. This is because there is now more than one table,
and extra logic is included in the table lookup stage to determine which table to
use. The reason this is necessary is due to specifics of the Moldy code. Hence, some
optimizations by the compiler for the innermost loop are not implemented, not to
mention the additional instructions needed to execute conditional statements. Nev-
ertheless, the speedup demonstrates the significant contribution of the exponential.
Table 4.5 shows the performance of the methods on silicon, 4,096 atoms for
50,000 time steps using the Rapaport code. In generating the code for the force
calculations, we were able to tabulate only the two-body terms. The three-body
terms, as usually written, require the calculation of the cosine of the angle between
each triplet of atoms that are within a cut-off distance of each other. The cosine
is a dot product between two of the vectors linking the atoms.There is little
point in constructing tables for these because they would require a table indexed
by r12,r13, and cos(9). Hence, the table would have to be three dimensional which
would increase the storage requirements by about a power of three. Also, very little
arithmetic is saved since much of the work is in doing the dot product.
Nakano et al. [16] have derived a means for separating the three-body force
into sets of two-body interactions. It would be interesting to see the gains that can
be made through using their technique with a tabulated potential.83
Number of AtomsTime in kernel Total time Time per
timestep
Type
10,000 2969.2824759.334.95Tabulated
10,000 10944.7633467.906.69Computed
5,000 2204.5317783.343.56Tabulated
5,000 7775.0923188.804.64Computed
1,000 370.913310.070.66Tabulated
1,000 1617.314436.660.89Computed
500 203.491463.60 0.29Tabulated
500 689.001869.680.37Computed
TABLE 4.4. Timings for table and non table based runs of liquid argon using
a generalized potential.The kernel refers to the subroutine that calculates the
potential and force for a list of pairwise distances. All times are in seconds.
Experiment Milliseconds per Force Call per Atom
Table, 216 atoms, 5000 steps .79
Table, 4,096 atoms, 50,000 steps .75
Computed, 216 atoms, 5000 steps .98
TABLE 4.5. Kernel time and time per call to the force routine for the silicon
experiments.84
PotentialCompute/Table time
Lennard-Jones 1/1
6exp 7/4
Generalized 4/1
StillingerWeber 5/4
TABLE 4.6. Approximate ratios for computing potentials versus table lookups for
three classes of potential.
4.6. Conclusions
In Table 4.6 we provide approximate ratios of times in force calculations for
computed and tabulated potentials. One message is clear. One should certainly use
tables for potentials when the potential involves transcendental function calls and
other intensive computations with relatively little logic. The case for more com-
plex potentials, such as three-body potentials and problems that require multipole
expansions is still cloudy.
We have shown that the use of tabulated potentials can be effective in speed-
ing up MD simulations. We have outlined different tradeoffs that need to be taken
into account before implementing a table into a particular code. The number of
different species to be simulated, complexity of the potential, and cache size are
all important considerations. We have also investigated the errors introduced by
tabulated potentials. Surprisingly small tables of a few thousand elements produce
certain results that are indistinguishable from those obtained using double precision
arithmetic.85
5. A STUDY OF MULTI-THREADED TECHNIQUES IN
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
5.1. Overview of Threads
A thread [96, 97] is a series of instructions within a process, which can be
executed as a program. Typically, a process contains only one thread which runs
sequentially, sharing the processor with other processes via timeslicing or some
other scheduling scheme. Multi-threading allows a single process to employ mul-
tiple, simultaneous threads which all share the process's memory, files, and other
resources. These threads run independently of the others as if they wereindepen-
dent processes, while sharing the memory space of the parent process. In fact, a
multi-threaded program can be thought of as many singly threaded programs run-
ning in separate UNIX processes, but sharing a memory space. On multiprocessor
machines, the threads can be scheduled by the operating system to run on sepa-
rate processors. Thus, multi-threading offers a simple way to parallelize programs
for use on the shared memory multiprocessor machines that are sometimes called
SMPs (Symmetric Multi-Processors).
5.2. Goals of Threading Molecular Dynamics
There would be no reason to use threads for molecular dynamics unless there
is a performance increase. First, threads can help us to take advantage of shared
memory multiple processor machines. In the following, we consider other possible
benefits.86
5.2.1. The Memory Bus Bottleneck
A molecular dynamics program is strictly a numerical procedure, or what
is sometimes called a compute-bound program. That is, it seldomhas to access
the disk or other devices while the program is running. Of course, it still has to
access main memory. The problem isthat processor speeds are increasing at a
much faster rate than speeds of the main memory. For example, a typicalmodern
machine might have a processor that has a clock speed of about 400 MHz.This
translates to an instruction cycle time of 2.5 ns. Typical memory speeds are about
50 ns, so the processor can compute 20 times faster than it can movethe data to
and from main memory. Hence, when data needs to be read from main memory,
computation is stalled to wait for the data to be retrieved and be sentthrough the
memory bus to the processor. Modernmachines have caches to deal with just this
problem. Nevertheless, cache sizes are seldom large enough to contain all of the data
necessary for a typical moleculardynamics simulation. Thus, a molecular dynamics
program spends some fraction of its totalsimulation time waiting for the memory
bus.
It has been postulated that multi-threading could address just this prob-
lem [98].If the simulation is broken up and given to separate threads, then when
one thread is stalled waiting for datafrom the main memory bus, another thread
could take over the processor.
However, threads are not currently implemented in such a way as to have
a method for making a context switch(switching between threads) while waiting
for data from the main memory. Such context switches do occur in conjunction
with more expensive calls to I/O devices such as the hard disk, printer, or other
such devices. Even if there was a mechanism for a context switch while waiting for87
main memory, there are several things involved in the context switch which may
nullify the speed gain. The thread scheduler must save the "state" of the thread
represented by the program counter, stack pointer, registers, etc.so that it can be
started again at the same point where it left off. Now, in the process of doing this
write to memory, we are taking up the extra time that we had hoped to save in the
first place! In other words, we are preempting a write (or read) to main memory
with another write to main memory.
The question still remains as to whether these writes are to cache memory
or not. One might expect a speed increase if all of the register saves were tocached
memory. However, it is difficult to guarantee that this willalways happen, especially
with the amount of data that is being swapped into and out of the cache during a
MD simulation.
Despite these seemingly unsurmountable problems, there is some effort un-
derway to offer an advantage of this sort to compute bound programs. An en-
tirely new and highly parallel architecture is being developed by a company called
Tera [99]. They claim to have achieved zero-overhead context switching. To quote
from their web page, "Each processor switches tasks after every instruction, with no
overhead. By rapidly switching tasks, each processor is able to keep busy, regardless
of memory latency or synchronization delays." This is achieved by its multi-threaded
architecture (MTA) which includes "virtual processors." Each processor in the Tera
machine contains 128 virtual processors, each with its own program counter, register
set, stream status word, and target and trap registers. With the zero-overhead con-
text switch, combined with enough threads running on a given processor memory
latency can be hidden.
Consider the previously mentioned example. If there are 20 threads running
on the virtual processors of a given processor in the MTA, andthreads are switched88
every instruction, when one thread does a memory access, it has to waitabout 20
clock cycles to receive data from main memory. These 20 cycles would then be used
by other virtual processors (or threads) thereby using the time for perhaps useful
computations.
This new and developing architecture holds great promise for computation-
ally intensive applications [100-103]. Not only is the Tera MTA designed to solve
the memory latency problem, but it is also designed to facilitate the development
of parallel code because of its shared memory architecture and heavy reliance on
threads. We discuss these issues as they relate to molecular dynamics in the next
sections.
5.2.2. Parallelization
Most investigators who use molecular dynamics have their own codes that
are specifically tailored to their particular needs. Many of these couldbenefit from
conversion to parallel equivalents.However, parallelizing serial codes for use on
distributed memory parallel computers is notoriously difficult requiring substantial
changes to the architecture of the codes, additional code to handle message passing,
and difficult debugging. Multi-threading serial code, on the other hand, is much less
painful. Changes to the original code are minimal, and the amount of additional
code needed is also very small. The key advantage is that all the memory is shared,
hence there is no need to worry about message passing between threads. Of course
there are some issues that one needs to be careful of when working with data that
may be modified by more than one thread simultaneously, but there are standard
routines such as mutex locks and semaphores that are designed to handle these
problems.89
In addition, there are next-generation compilers that will do automatic par-
allelization using threads. The Tera corporation is developing compilers for justthis
purpose.
5.2.3. Easy Load Balancing
Consider running a molecular dynamics simulation on a shared memory mul-
tiprocessor machine using threads. It is the responsibility of the operating system
to determine on which processor each thread should run, and thatof the hardware
to keep their caches coherent and up to date. Also, if there are morethreads than
there are processors, then when a processor becomes free (perhaps because ithas
finished its work) another thread can be started on that processor to take advantage
of the free CPU cycles.
A typical parallelization scheme for molecular dynamics is spatial decom-
position [13]. The atoms in a simulation are distributed to processors(or in this
case, threads) according to the region of spacethat they occupy. If atoms are more
densely packed in one region of space than another, the thread for that region has
more work to do than others. Theresult is an imbalance in load. Other threads
will have to wait at the end of each time-step for the overloaded one to finish.
If there are more threads than available processors, the processors with the
threads that finish first will have additional threads to work on. When the number
of threads becomes large enough, we should expect to see a load-balancingeffect.
For example, if we have four threads, and four processors are available, one
thread will run on each processor. At the end of each time-step the thread that
finishes earliest will have to wait for all the others to finish. If we have eight threads
instead, and the same four processors, each of four threads are assigned to the four90
processors, and four will be waiting. When the processor with the fastestthread
completes its work, it starts one of the four waiting threads and begins working
on it. The other three processors do the same thing. Even in this scenario, some
processors may finish (i.e. run out of waiting threads) well before others, but we can
increase the number of threads far beyond the number of processors. In the limit
of very large numbers of threads, the load is balanced as well as it can be. This
fact is offset by the cost of the additional context switching needed to manage all
of the threads. Hence, one expects to see an optimal number of threads for a given
simulation.
5.3. Implementation
In order to test the viability of these proposed benefits of multi-threading,
we conducted tests using a simple liquid argon simulationwith a Lennard-Jones
inter-atomic potential,
c5(rij) = 6
12 6
(rii )
(5.1)
The values of the constants for argon are E = 4.156 kJ/mol and a = 3.446A.
The simulation is based on the linkedlist cell method. We mapped the cells
onto a regular mesh throughout the 3-D space of the simulation. There was an
average of four atoms per cell.
To distribute the cells to the threads, we defined a "grid" of threads by
stating the number of threads in each dimension. For example, if the user wants
27 threads she might define a thread grid with three threads in each dimension, or
alternatively, nine in the x dimension, three in the y dimension, and one in the z
dimension. The cells are then divided among the threads by dividing the number of91
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FIGURE 5.1. A 3 x 3 x 3 "grid" of threads.
cells in each dimension by the number of threads in that dimension. The remaining
cells, if any, were given to the last thread in each dimension. Hence if there were
27 threads in a 3 x 3 x 3 grid, and there were 64000 cells in a 40 x 40 x 40 grid,
then most threads would work on a 13 x 13 x 13 cell area (2197 cells), and the
third thread in each dimension would work on a 14 x 14 x 14 or 14 x 13 x 13 or
14 x 14 x 13 cell area. As is shown in Figure 5.1, each thread works on a given area
possibly including the small extra part at the far end of each dimension.
We define this "grid" of threads at runtime. The program divides the cells
among the threads using the method I have just described.It is obvious that if
n mod p = 0 (p being the number of threads and n being the number of cells in
a given dimension), then each thread has the same number of cells to work on.
Since the argon simulation is fairly homogeneous, if one thread has more cells than
another then it certainly has more work to do, and hence a load imbalance exists
among the threads.92
In using threads in simulations, one must consider synchronization and mem-
ory protection. Whenever an area of memory that can be modified by multiple
concurrent threads is changed, it must be protected so that while the given thread
is making the change, no other threads may modify it until the change is completely
finished. The reason for this is that the way in which load and store instructions
are interleaved by the processor is not guaranteed.
This problem can be demonstrated with a simple example. Suppose two
threads want to increment the same counter.Typically, in order to increment a
variable, a processor will first load the value of the variable into the processor's
register, increment it, and then store the new value into the original memory loca-
tion. Now, if two threads were trying to increment that same variable, the following
sequence is possible: Thread 1 loads the value into the register, thenthread 1 is
pre-empted by thread 2. Thread 2 reads the same value into its register. Now each
thread is incrementing the same number, and when they both store their informa-
tion to the original memory location, the final value of the variable will have only
been incremented once instead of twice as intended. The lesson here is to always
protect any data that can be modified by multiple threads.
We can protect shared data by using certain routines provided by the thread
libraries. The one most commonly used is called a mutex lock (mutual exclusion
lock). Shared data is protected by surrounding the critical sections of code with calls
to the same mutex lock. A particular thread must first "obtain" the lock before it
is allowed to modify the data. An example of this is shown if Figure 5.2, where
the variable m refers to the mutex lock. When one thread obtains a mutex lock, no
other threads can obtain the same lock until the original thread releases the lock by
calling mutex_unlock.93
Thread 1 Thread 2
mutex_lock (&m) ;
a++ ;
mutex_wilock (&m) ;
mutex_lock (R4m) ;
a = a + 7 ;
mutex_unlock (&m) ;
FIGURE 5.2. Use ofmutex_lock.
During the course of a molecular dynamics simulation, a given thread must
read the coordinates of all of the particles within its allotment of cells and must
also read some of the coordinates of particles in neighboring threads cells. However,
unless we take advantage of Newton's third law (t3 = f3i) it is not necessary for
a given thread to write to atoms owned by other threads. Therefore, there is very
little need to worry about protecting data! In fact, as it turns out the only places we
need to protect are when moving atoms between cells and when computing global
sums like total energy and temperature.
However, there is also a need to synchronize threads at the end of each routine
to avoid erroneous conditions in which, for example, one thread continues to move
its atoms around while another thread is still calculating forces.This is avoided
by inserting barrier synchronizations after each step within a time-step. A barrier
simply provides a point in the code beyond which no thread can continue until all
other threads have reached the same point.
5.4. Results
To investigate the effects of multi-threading, the argon simulation was run
using various numbers of threads on various problem sizes.We present here a
summary of the results of these test cases.3.5r
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FIGURE 5.3. Speedup for simulations of various sizes on the four processor SPARC-
Server 20/51. The numbers in parenthesis (e.g. (10,10,10) ) indicate the numberof
cells in each dimension. There are initially 4 atoms per cell.
First, we compared threaded simulations on single processor machinesof
various kinds. The execution time for running on a single thread was alwaysfaster
than the time to execute the same simulation on multiple threads. Thisconfirms the
suspicion we stated earlier, namely that threading may not be effective inexploiting
the memory bus bottleneck, at least for this particular architecture.Again, we
emphasize that this problem cannot be solved without fundamental changes in the
architecture.
Next, we consider parallelization and load balancing effects. The test sim-
ulation was run on a four processor SPARCServer 20/51. As shown in Figure 5.3,
the maximum speedup occurs when there is the same number of threads as proces-
sors. As the number of threads isincreased beyond the number of processors, the
speedup stays slightly below the maximum speedup and gradually declines.Again,
this confirms that for current architectures, any advantage from multi-threading on95
single processors in a multi-processor system derives from load balancing and cache
effects and not on improved performance on the individual processors.
Figure 5.3 also shows abrupt dips in the speedup for numbers of threads
that are prime (5,7,11, and 13 threads). This is directly related to the difficulty in
dividing the work among threads. If the number of threads is prime, then a cubic
region can only divide itself among them in a single dimension. Unless the number of
cells in that dimension is divisible by this prime number of threads, one thread will
have less work to do than all the others. In addition, since the number of threads
is prime, it is impossible to divide them evenly among the four processors. Note
also that the work imbalance issue is also a factor whenever the number of cells in
a given dimension is not divisible by the number of threads in that dimension.
There is no way for a thread manager to solve the imbalance caused by
having a number of equally balanced threads which is not divisible by the number
of processors. However, if there is an imbalance in work among the threads, the
thread scheduler should be able to help distribute threads among processors as they
become available. One would expect also that the larger the number of threads, the
better the load imbalance would be managed. This effect can be seen in Figure 5.3.
Consider the case of 20 threads. The threads were divided in each dimension as
(5,4,1). The number of cells in the first dimension is not evenly divisible by five for
all but the 4000 atom case. Hence, a load imbalance exists for most of the different
size runs. There is very little spread in the results for each run for the 20 thread
case indicating that the load imbalance is handled well by the thread scheduler.96
5.5. Concluding Remarks
Our studies indicate that molecular dynamics can benefit from paralleliz-
ing by multi-threading. The key advantages are that coding is much simpler and
straightforward, thanks to the shared memory architecture, and that load balancing
can be done automatically by the threadscheduler. There are also indications that
compute bound programs like molecular dynamics can benefit from new architec-
tures currently in development (such as the Tera MTA) which help multi-threaded
programs handle memory latencies moreefficiently.
An additional benefit to multi-threaded code which we have not mentioned
until now, is that the code is portable. All operating systems that comply with
the POSIX standard will be able to compile and run multi-threaded programs with
almost no changes. This is generally not the case for distributed memory code.
Overall, our studies indicate that multi-threaded molecular dynamics simula-
tions do not have better single-processor performance than their distributed memory
counterparts. However, the benefits from ease of code development, portability, and
load balancing as well as hardware costs must be weighed to determine which envi-
ronment is best for a particular simulation.97
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis we have presented studies that are intended to help the com-
putational science community a step further towards the goal of simulating larger
atomic systems more accurately.
We have provided a comparative study of Si02 potential energy functions
which will enable researchers to determine which interaction gives the most accurate
results with respect to experimental data.
One of the most important goals of MD research is to improve our ability to
simulate larger systems for longer periods of simulated time. Towards that end, we
have provided a study into the use of tabulated potential energy and force functions
to accelerate MD calculations. We also investigated the use of multi-threaded pro-
gramming to parallelize MD codes, to help with load balancing, and to overcome
memory latencies.
This thesis has provided investigations that will assist future researchers in
developing better potential energy functions for Si02 and in optimizing their current
molecular dynamics codes for speed and parallelization. We have also discussed the
current state of molecular dynamics including algorithms, techniques, tools, and
computer architectures.98
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